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THE HEBREW PARTICLE %1?j 

BY CARL GAENSSLE 
Concordia College, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

PART II 

THE CONJUNCTIONAL USE OF ntbt AND ITS COMPOUNDS 

a) "It USED ALONE 

101. To explain the conjunctional use of ?'I , we cannot have 
recourse to the analogy of Semitic demonstratives such as a, 
,, 1, which, it is well known, have, to a certain extent, assumed 
the functions of a conjunction. Though the usage in both cases 
is within certain limits naturally the same, the process of develop- 
ment resulting in such usage is wholly different. With regard to 
the demonstratives, we have the familiar phenomenon, already 
pointed out, that the original pronoun was employed to introduce 
the subordinate clause. In the case of 1Ib, however, the matter 
is different. The origin of its conjunctional use is to be sought in 
its vague and indeterminate character as a medium of relation. As 
such it could be employed indifferently to connect a sentence with 
a single word (antecedent) or with another sentence. Hence also the 
great variety of uses which it exhibits. No Semitic demonstrative 
that has passed into a conjunction covers as large a territory as does 
the Hebrew particle "ItX. Thus the Assyrian A a never expresses 
purpose, result, condition, or time (unless a time-designation has 
preceded). The same may be said of the Aramaic "I, though 
this occurs in final clauses when the latter are at the same time the 
object of the main verb. The nearest approach to the extensive 
conjunctional use of "Itb is found in the Syriac 9, though it, too, is 
not as far-reaching as "'I . Expressed in our grammatical cate- 
gories, " 

b may introduce subject, object, causal, final, consecutive, 
conditional, explicative, concessive, temporal, and modal clauses. 
It may also introduce a direct quotation. It need hardly be added 
that it never occurred to the Hebrew consciousness to make any 

1 Somewhat uncertain (when no time-designation precedes). 
93 
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such grammatical classifications as the above in the conjunctional 
use of 

1"•. 
The latter never acquired any specific meaning as 

either a causal, conditional, or any other conjunction. It was 
never anything more than a general connective, the exact logical 
relation between the main and dependent clauses being instinctively 
felt in the living language. 

102. It is not surprising, therefore, that grammarians and inter- 

preters differ so widely in many cases in dealing with "ItX. Indeed, 
in not a few instances, it seems impossible to decide just what 
modern conjunction deserves the preference in rendering the con- 

junctional 'Vj . In the treatment of this elusive particle there 
will always be an element of uncertainty and hence diversity of 

opinion. Upon the whole, I am inclined to think that a conjunctional 
use has been assumed in more cases than is necessary. This applies 
in particular to the causal use. 

"I t 
in Subject Clauses1 

103. "Ijt may introduce a subject clause. This usage occurs 
with growing frequency in the later books. It is especially common 
in Koheleth. The following passages occur: Num. 9:20, 'Vj" 

- 

~.•- 

r'IDy ] 
;"'51 P'1j"•, 

"and it happened that 
the cloud was a few days upon the sanctuary" (the same con- 
struction appears in the next verse); II Sam. 14:15, "bi MFul 

1•.', 
"and now it is that I am come"; II Kings 20:20, "The 

rest of the acts of Hezekiah .... .[ .[i ;i *y 1~ ], and that 
he made the pool" (not quomodo fecerit according to the Vulg., 
emphasizing the modal idea; the mere statement of the fact is all 
that the context demands); I Kings 14:28, "The rest of the acts 
of Jeroboam [;-'7;n pi ~ 'bhr p•t 

i 
•.'• 

iNj], and 
that he restored Damascus and Hamath unto Judah" (Vulg.: 
Quomodo restituit); Koh. 3:22, =t•b1M rit:' i"t= Jb t', 
"nothing is better than that a man rejoice" (cf. II Sam. 18:3, 

1. 
1 =t; also Ps. 119:71; Ruth 2:22); Koh. 5:4, "NI 2 S 

n 1 zil~2/ 
• 

r 
•S, 

"it is better that thou shouldst not 
vow," etc.; Koh. 7:18, 1T TIh7n1 , "it is good that thou 
shouldst seize hold of this"; Esther 6:2, 1Wol 

'I. 
R =1i-t b '1 

T o.T -_ 

1 Clauses implying purpose are not included under this head. 
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"~' ~~lI "and it was found written that Mordecai had told," 
etc.; Neh. 2:10, =14R 

.5 "• R E5 •t 
MPTI a 

.wl, 
"and it 

displeased them greatly that a man had come" (cf. Isa. 59:15, 
1 

1•'.); 
Zech. 8:20, =•'1Y = 12k 'I•K i7', "it shall yet be that 

nations will come." As to II Sam. 14:26, 
0 
1=rm . . 

.'I, the 'ItR probably introduces a temporal clause (cf. Driver, Notes 
on Samuel; Gesenius-Kautzsch also refers to Jer. 28:9 as containing 
an instance of a Subjektsatz introduced by "IR , but this is by no 
means certain; the clause may be simply attributive); Zech. 8:23, 
"Thus says Jahwe Zebaoth, In those days 

[I-p'T•_ 
"51] it shall 

be that . . . ." Nowack regards 'Ibt as introducing direct dis- 
course. But in this case it would occupy a wrong position. 

1nit in Object Clauses 

104. 
•1~ 

is frequently employed to introduce object clauses. 
When thus used, it is often preceded by the accusative sign rN. 
Naturally, this usage is common after verba dicendi and sentiendi 
or equivalent expressions. 

105. A. Depending on verba dicendi, "tj 
occurs after: 

a) 
;.13 

l, "to confess": cf. Lev. 5:5, Rt1 t'• n.,n T- : 
*T TT - : 

"he confesses that he has sinned"; Lev. 26:40, 7,. . . . 
.-1 

Inll 

..' ..• .lr"' 
~, "and they confess . . . . that they walk 

contrary to me." 

b) 1':, "to say": cf. Josh. 4:7, 
• .T 

"tbt 11 Ml 2btl' 
, "And ye shall say that," etc. 

(•ltb may possibly be the 
"•j 

recitativum). 
c) After 

_, 
"to make known": cf. Josh. 9:24, T 127~ 117 T T - 

- %. 1i" 1.12 11TR I , "it was made known unto thy servants that 
Jahwe commanded"; here, according to a common Hebrew idiom, 
the passive 

.M5 
takes an object clause, the verb being used in an 

impersonal sense when the agent is indefinite (cf. the German man, 
French on, or the English "they" used as an indefinite subject); 
I Kings 19:1, 

P'•R• I' ' R''t-b 
nb V1 . 

.. 
".1 

"and 
he [Ahab] made known that he [Elijah] had slain all the prophets" 
( 11 

N. 

before 
" 
1b is probably a repetition from the preceding, 

and may be eliminated; but see Esther 5:11); Esther 3:4, 
"•'.1- 

"D 
",w 

w..1It" 
. , "for he had told them that he was a Jew." ? :". -.1 ...1T 
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d) After "S3b, "to relate": cf. II Kings 8:5, 
"•-02 Ml';s "'1 

nt"z•R r MA ?"* • • , "and it came to pass while he 
was telling the king that he had restored the dead to life "; Esther 

5:11, '"ti 5y ?mtn n im v, "and he related 
unto them . . . . that he had exalted him above the princes." 

e) After "13' j, "to send letters": cf. Esther 8:11, Mr*ajl 

='adie•. 
owl ' 1T 

.... 
. 

1.7 " , "And he sent letters [i.e., 
made known by letters] that the king had granted to the Jews," etc. 

106. B. Depending on verba sentiendi, "1Z) occurs after: 

a) PI', "to know": cf. Exod. 11:7, EP 
"ti" 

ix 
i;v. •- 

"'Zl. O.. 
I. 

.~ 

Me M1, "in order that you may know that 
Jahwe distinguishes between the Egyptians and Israel"; Deut. 

29:15, 
.31:n 

" 8 ~ )V .... .• . . 
"_")R Mt 0W'1 , 

"Ye know 
that we dwelt . . . . and that we passed through"; II Sam. 11: 20, 
S-N , "did ye not know that 

they would shoot from the wall?"; Ezek. 20:26, 17•1' "•iR 
?_? __ 

-^ 
vx 

"x j , "that they may know that I am Jahwe"; Job 9:5, 

Ct's 1 ~- • 1Yk'~ i1, "and they know not that he overturns 

them"; Koh. 7:22, '"I'1 ?IR xr 
- 

P; n 1 
d=. "T 

1 , 
".thy heart knows that thou likewise hast cursed others"; Koh. 8:12, 

7:M•'RM T 
.V'•'1. 

-Ztl i' -1~ • ~ 
8 

'1%'t. 
'-', "Yet surely I 

know that it shall be well with them that fear God"; Esther 4:11, 

... 
"1~2H 1 .;. .. . 

'"l'Y"t 
, "All the servants of . 

know that . .. .."; II Chron. 2:7, M'B 11 n' v " n ~'" ,n 
"I know that thy servants know." 

b) MV1, "to see": cf. I Sam. 18:15, 
r-. 

ih r Ni~R R-1 
. 

"•2 b'.tt 
"and Saul saw that he was very successful"; I Sam. 

24:11, 
1•.9 

[ 
'D.";] 

MM' }"8jN N v?R "S 
.•R")', 

"thine eyes 
have seen that Jahwe delivered thee into my hand"; Deut. 1:31, 
11i' lZ5 'Rt ntm n. j -m nm W "and in the wilderness 

where thou hast seen that Jahwe bare thee." 

c) V=3, "to hear": cf. Josh. 2:10, V 1'?; I 
.nN 

1j= 

.'~- '•.'• 
1n', "we heard that Jahwe dried up the waters 

of the Red Sea"; Josh. 
5:"1, 

"I'~ . . 
2". 

•1jM IM1 

._ • "•N ?irr, "And it came to pass when all the kings 
of . . . . heard that Jahwe dried up the waters of the Jordan"; 
I Sam. 2:22, e' V tVN Ne.... :j "and 
heard that they lay with the women." 
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d) 
'_T, 

"to remember": cf. II Kings 20:3, "17~3N 
M 

N-I.T t 
. 

z 14n? ,"remember that I walked before you in 

integrity"; cf. Isa. 38:3. 

e) '=7, "to forget": Deut. 9:7, 
1~E"'= ?• bbr! • 

I 'Mr6 , "do not forget that thou hast provoked Jahwe." 

f) •it., "sign": cf. I Kings 13:3, 
.7'1"=1 

'I 1 131i 'MT 

11'i, "this is a sign that Jahwe has spoken." 
g) h nI, "sign" : cf. Isa. 38:7, 

••_ 
"IR ... 'I . . ~ 

. . 6116, "this is a sign unto you that Jahwe shall do," etc. 

"•j 
in Causal Clauses 

107. 
"Itb may introduce clauses expressing the cause of some 

effect, the reason or explanation of some fact, the ground of an 

exhortation, the motive or justification of some mental affection, the 

proof of an assertion, and the like: Josh. 4:23, "On dry land Israel 
crossed the Jordan [ ' : 

•.1.' 
D'~Wb M' ?~%1 ~ • ], 

because Jahwe your God dried up the waters of the Jordan"; I 

Kings 8:33, "when thy people Israel are defeated by the enemy 

[q~t.~~r: 
1~], because they have sinned against thee" (cf. 

II Chron. 6:24, •); 
I Kings 15:5, "For David's sake did Jahwe, 

his God, give him a lamp in Jerusalem [ 
F'~ 

FI 
"i• 

1 12 N], 
because David did that which was right" (for the sake of greater 
emphasis the causal sentence precedes in Koh. 8:11, 

-"X. "I. "= _"% "n; W1i ribI 1r ;iri:, "because sen- 
tence is not executed speedily against an evil work, therefore the 

heart," etc.; Koh. 8:12, "'i• 1 lw 
l.tM _• 

6•,M:6 i'R 
"because a sinner does evil a hundred times and prolongs [his 
days]," etc. [a resumption and amplification of the idea in 11a]); 
Hab. 3:16, "I heard and my body trembled .... 

[It.R 
I~5A 

sZ 
D1i•5], because I must wait for the day of trouble" (so if the 

text is retained); Gen. 31:49, "Therefore was the name of it called 

Mizpah [ 'I174 
"•.' im?' ;;T "r "R ], for he said, 

Jahwe watch between me and thee" (giving the reason for the 

name); Deut. 3:24, "Thou hast begun to show thy greatness and 

thy strong hand [ t.fl% 1M74 'It 
nn•":. :'-t 

?r-'n "ntx], for what god is there in heaven or on earth who does accord- 

ing to thy works" (the unrivaled power of Jahwe being the 
natural reason for his mighty acts); I Sam. 15:15, "They have 
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brought them from the Amalekites 

[=_'. Y_: 

WOM IJV 
19=] for [as the speaker adds by way of explanation] the people 
spared the best of the sheep"; I Sam. 2:23, "Why do you do these 

things [tV 
. 

t•'l'" •5 
_.•" l. 

tVR], for I hear of your evil 

dealings" (so if the text is retained); II Kings 12:3, "And 
Jehoash did that which was right in the eyes of Jahwe all his days 
[>1M'r • .1~?l "It], 

for Jehoiada had taught him" (R.V., "all 
his days wherein" is wrong; "all his days" necessarily means 
all his life; therefore a restrictive relative clause is impossible); 
Zech. 1:15, "I am greatly displeased with the nations that are at 
ease [i* 1'1~s= i' t M 1 tTP ) 'b 

'I" ], for I was but a 
TT: :"T T T 

little angry, but they helped for evil" (aggravated the evil); Josh. 

22:31, "This day we know that Jahwe is in our midst [ ~ '1V 

_. 

=M 5 lh il-'Y t1?7•,], 
because [inasmuch as] you have not 

committed this transgression against Jahwe"; in this case the 

"Ifl-clause contains the proof or evidence of the preceding assertion 

(cf. Luke 7:47, "Her sins, which are many, are forgiven, for she 
loved much); I Sam. 26:23, "And Jahwe will render unto everyone 
his righteousness and faithfulness ['~1 . . . . ~'1' 
M1M 

.'' .j.t **.? ''n.I . 

K @$!], inasmuch as Jahwe delivered 
thee into my hand and I was unwilling to put forth my hand 

against the anointed of Jahwe"; Isa. 19:24-25, "In that day 
Israel shall be the third to Assyria and Egypt, a blessing in the 
midst of the earth [~'1' iw 

~. 

'l ], forasmuch as Jahwe has 
blessed him"; II Sam. 14:22, "Thy servant knoweth that I have 
found favor in thy sight . . . . 

[r..[iT•t 
".. 

• ~ti Mrf' ], 
inasmuch as the king hath fulfilled the request of his servant"; 
Hos. 14:4, "We shall not say any more to the work of our hands, 
'Our gods' [Mt" 'T • = "I ], for in thee the fatherless shall 
find mercy"; this clause differs slightly from those immediately 
preceding in that it expresses not a fact as such, but the certainty 
of a fact as the ground of the foregoing assertion; Koh. 4:9, "Two 
are better than one ["Iit =M? V3 

-" 
'I t], inasmuch as they 

have good reward"; Koh. 6:12, "For who knows what is good for 
man in his life . . . . which he spends as a shadow 

['..' 
" 5~I 

1_'IR I 67' 17.:= ], for who shall tell a man what shall be 
after him?"; if we change the interrogative rhetorical form of 
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the verse into the positive, it will appear that 
" 
t may also in this 

case be rendered by "inasmuch as" or "seeing that," or some 
equivalent expression; I Sam. 20:42, "Go in peace [t.= 

~3•.N 
], 

forasmuch as we have sworn" ("seeing that," "in view of the fact 
that," expressing the ground for the preceding exhortation); Zech. 

11:2, "Wail, 0 cypress, for the cedar is fallen 

[iT_ 
•• 

IN )VjN], 
the mighty ones are destroyed"; Neh. 2:3, " Why should not my 
countenance be sad [ •:il 

rl MZ t ~ lt1= ' 7 M '"Itb], seeing 
that the city, the place of my fathers' sepulchres, lies waste" 

('~1Z introducing at once the explanation and justification for the 
sadness); Job. 34:27 (if text is correct). 

Causal Relative Clauses 

108. This classification has, so far as I know, not been made in 

any grammatical treatise in Hebrew. This is surprising. The 
facts certainly warrant a classification of this kind. There are two 
classes of sentences expressive of cause or reason that are usually 
thrown together, whereas they should be kept apart. The one 
embraces the purely causal clauses (cf. the preceding paragraphs), 
and the other all such relative clauses as, besides their relative func- 

tion, imply a reason or cause. It will not do to put into one class 
sentences of the following types: I Sam. 15:15, "And Saul said, 
they have brought them from the Amalekites; for ['~1Z] the people 
spared the best of the sheep," etc.; and I Sam. 26:16, ". 
Ye are sons of death that ['~1Z] have not kept watch over your 
lord, Jahwe's anointed." So Gesenius, K*nig, Davidson, and other 

grammars. In the first of these examples the 
"1Z-clause is, of 

course, purely conjunctional; but in the second the '~1Z easily 
and naturally refers to "sons of death" as antecedent, and is there- 
fore to be taken as introducing a relative clause. It will also be 
noticed that even the English (and the German) idiom will admit the 
use of a causal relative clause in this case. To be sure, the relative 
form cannot in all cases be adopted to render the Hebrew causal 

relative, for the reason that English (or German) does not as a rule 
express cause or reason in a relative clause. Consequently, the 
distinction between these two classes of sentences will sometimes 

disappear in translation, so far as the form is concerned. But even 
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after due allowance for this is made, a little examination of transla- 
tions and commentaries will show that much needless confusion and 

inconsistency has arisen from the promiscuous treatment of these 
two types of sentence. Thus in the sentence last quoted Nowack 

correctly translates: "Ihr seid Kinder des Todes, die ihr nicht 
Acht gehabt habt," etc.; Kautzsch: "dass ihr nicht"; R.V.: 

"Because"; Vulg.: quia non custodistis; LXX: ol/ vXd. oroPrEs 

(omitting the negation). II Sam. 2:5, "Blessed be ye of Jahwe ["'Mlt 
M Ti ~ Ii ']"; Nowack again: "die ihr"; Kautzsch also: "die 
ihr" (but why not dass ihr, as in the previous example?); R.V.: 
"that ye"; Vulg.: qui fecistis misericordiam hanc (why not quia 
as in the previous example?); LXX: 6bL 'roL?tare rT OXEos ro ro. 
And so in general, one translator using a conjunction, the other a 
relative pronoun, in cases where the latter could be employed. I 
think we may set it down as a safe rule that when Ijpt, as already 
remarked, has an antecedent to which it can easily refer, the relative 
construction is to be preferred to the conjunctional. The form being 
identical with that of the ordinary relative clause, it is not to be 
assumed that such clauses were conceived in other than a relative 
sense by the Hebrew language. The implication of the additional 
idea of cause or reason was intuitively and immediately felt. 

Naturally, however, cases will occur where it seems impossible to 
decide positively in favor of the one or the other class of sentence. 

109. The causal relative clause is quite common: Gen. 24:27, 
"And he said, Blessed be Jahwe, the God of my master Abraham 

["•.T. 
'=77b ' 1 t], who [implying reason] has not forsaken 

his .kindness," etc.; cf. the Latin: 0 fortunate adulescens, qui 
Homerum praeconem tuae virtutis inveneris; in this case, the Revised 
Version retains the relative construction, "who hath not forsaken," 
while in an exactly parallel case, II Sam. 2:5, it employs the con- 

junction "that," because the verb in the relative clause is in the 
second person; Gen. 24:48, "And I . . . . blessed Jahwe, the God 
of my master Abraham 

[n. . 
ITI'"%17M 

'I.. .]. 
], who [implying 

reason] had led me in the right way"; Gen. 30:18, "And Leah said, 
God has given me my hire 

[".' . "'r.t" r.4 
"N)t], 

who have 

given my maid to my husband"; the relative in this case attaches 
to the suffix in "my hire"; in translation, the English idiom prefers 
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a causal conjunction, "because," while the German, admitting the 
insertion of the personal pronoun I into the clause, can easily employ 
the relative construction: "Die ich gegeben habe," quae dederim; 
Gen. 34:13, "And the sons of Jacob answered Shechem and Hamor 
with guile and spoke [with guile] [""1 ht a~ 

. 

t 
" X], who had 

defiled Dinah"; Gen. 34:27, "The sons of Jacob came upon the 
slain and plundered the city [rSIMR 

.AtT "1j], 
who had 

defiled their sister"; Gen. 42:21, "We are guilty 
[It.' 

" '1R 

IVE) Tt ], who [=in that we] saw the anguish of his soul" 

(German: "die wir gesehen haben"); Exod. 5:21, "Let Jahwe look 

upon you and judge 
[.VT.•.•..'N.I 

ml 1 'It ], that have made 
our savor to be abhorred"; Exod. 18: 10, "Blessed be Jahwe ['~1R 

127 : i ~ im •• 
5.l.;i], 

who has delivered you out of the hand 
of Egypt"; here again, though plainly causal, the R.V. retains the 
relative construction, because the subject of the clause is in the 
third person, as in the first passage cited above; Num. 5:3, "That 

they defile not the camp [e=l io T~" 
.. 

I•], 
in the midst 

of which I dwell"; Deut. 4:19, "Lest thou be drawn away and 

worship them [the host of heaven] [ nk MJ"*R Mi' %P ! idm 

Vto-. 

s ] which Jahwe thy God has allotted unto all the peoples"; 
Deut. 34:10, "And there has not arisen a prophet since in Israel like 
unto Moses ['3'5NR mt]o M ' 1 

I•at], 
whom Jahwe knew 

face to face"; Josh. 5:6, "until all the nation, the men of war 

. were consumed [MV b?p; 
.1s-7j 

Itd], who did not 

obey the voice of Jahwe "; I Sam. 26:16, " Sons of death are you 

[,1Zr"""•7 tnI t Ab l ' ], who have not kept watch over 
your lord"; II Sam. 2:5, "Blessed be you of Jahwe [a 's J1 S 

'11 
".CM.], 

who have done this kindness"; II Sam. 2:6; "I 
will requite you this kindness [t• o " li 

~.• 
Zt• ~ ], who 

have done this thing"; II Sam. 6:20, "How honorably did David 
conduct himself to-day ["1' b 

.;& M*.: 
•1], 

who uncovered 
himself before the eyes [of the handmaids of his servants]"; the 
scorn expressed in the exclamatory sentence is substantiated by the 
relative clause, the sense being that the king disgraced himself, 
since he uncovered himself, etc. (Vulg.: discooperiens se, expressing 
reason); I Kings 3:19, "And the son of this woman died in the night 
[b1.T 1=i 1l]"; it is, perhaps, impossible to decide here between 

TT T: T 
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the relative and conjunctional constructions, though I prefer the 

former; assuming the clause to be relative, there is still some uncer- 

tainty as to the antecedent; it may be "son" or "woman"; in 
the one case, the translation would run, "upon whom [ .1' 

....Y] she lay," in the other, "who lay upon him"; at all events, the clause 

expresses cause; nor is there any valid reason against its being a 
relative clause; I Kings 8:39, "Render unto every one according 
to all his ways 

["•~'-rn 
rin.' m "nR •• ib-n ~r7T •• vjA], 

who knowest his heart; for thou alone knowest the heart [of all the 
children of men]"; this is to my mind the only correct rendering 
of the clause; R.V.,."whco, beart thou knowest" would make the 
clause rather restrictive, whicivis contrary to the sense, since Jahwe, 
of course, knows all hearts; Kautzsch, Kittel, Keil: "Wie du sein 
Herz kennst" involves a useless redundancy, since the same idea is 

already expressed in "according to his ways"; the same objection 
applies to the LXX and Vulg.: KaO&s &v 

y, 
cs r'v K ap8Iav abV'roV, 

sicut videris cor eius; it is simply a causal relative clause connecting 
with "thou" implied in the imperative "render"; I Kings 8:23-24, 
"0 Jahwe . . . . there is no God like thee in heaven above and on 

earth beneath .... [nn 
. 

t 
""MR 

••.• "•. 
..W 

b r I i 

1b], who hast kept unto thy servant David that which thou didst 

promise him"; here versions and commentaries generally adopt the 
relative construction, though the sentence is exactly the same as 
others where the ItbZ is treated as a conjunction; I Kings 15:13, 
"And also Maacah, his mother, he removed from being queen 
[__ 2. r 

K••. ••1t], 
who had made an abominable image 

unto Ashera"; II Kings 17:4, "And the king of Assyria found 
treason in Hosea 

[".'P_ ..l 
T•c' t'••l 

_ _. 
], who 

had sent messengers to So king of Egypt"; Isa. 30:10, "For it is 
a rebellious people, lying children [vs. 9] .... . [VT b mil 

.Vt.' 
?N r). 

], that say to the seers, See not"; Isa. 49:7, "Kings shall 
see and rise, princes and they shall worship because of Jahwe ['I 

is•], who is faithful"; Jer. 5:22, "Will ye not fear me 

['.1•.•t 
• 

t-. .Ib5 
b5I ], 

who have placed the sand as a boundary to the 
sea ?"; even in English we here distinctly feel that the relative clause 
implies a reason; Jer. 13:25, "This is thy lot, the portion measured 
unto thee from me, saith Jahwe ['T"R 1)? "M n It], who hast for- 
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gotten me"; Jer. 16:13, "I will hurl you from this land .... and 
there you shall serve other gods 

[,t' . 
t• 

?.r 

Ab i 
" ], who 

shall show you no favor"; the fact that 'Ibt is here very far re- 
moved from the antecedent in 

l.b 
("I will hurl") is no decisive 

objection against the relative construction, though 'It• may in this 
instance be a conjunction; there are, as remarked, some cases where 
it is impossible to pronounce definitely as to the function of the 

particle; Jer. 20:17, "Let him hear a cry of mourning and an alarm 
at noonday 

[=~1i7. 

' 

n.~1t 

'I ], who slew me not from the 
womb" (Vulg.: Qui non me interfecit); Ezek. 6:9, "And your 
escaped ones shall remember me among the nations .... [1 8 

,'Mpi =..h-n. 

'0 
)],b whose [referring to those that escape] 

lewd heart I shall break"; there is no reason here for canceling 
'It. (SBOT); possibly 

.•? 

should take the place of the form in 
the text; Ezek. 6:11, "Smite with thy hand and stamp with thy foot 
and cry, Alas! because of the abominations of the house of Israel 

[~t o.... 
2". 

'I R], which shall fall by the sword .... ". 
here again there is no reason whatever for the excision of " ;jN; 
we have here simply a relative clause containing the ground for 
the preceding exhortation; Ezek. 14:5, "In order to seize Israel by 
the heart [b5lY 

.Iin'11 
iti], which has turned away from me"; 

Ezek. 16:52, "Thou also, bear thy own shame [~ b• 

..iM$], 

who hast given judgment for thy sister"; Ezek. 39:29, 
"I shall not hide my face from them any more ['" '1•5 • 
bni: 

•.4. •.i•R.], 

who have [shall have] poured out my spirit 
upon the house of Israel"; overlooking the real nature of this rela- 
tive clause as implying a reason, Toy, Cornill, Grfitz, and others 
suggest '"It 

0_" 

as a necessary emendation, because the LXX 
reads y0P' o5; but it will be seen that the clause, as it stands, is 
perfectly. regular, requiring no textual manipulation whatever; 
Hag. 1:9, "Because of my house [= 1 

.•R, 
' ~It ], which lieth 

waste" (Kautzsch: "Um meines Hauses willen, weil es in Triimmern 
liegt"); Ps. 66:20, "Blessed be Jahwe [ 

.•bE .~= 

9b 
"1%6], who has not turned away my prayer"; Ps. 71:19, "Thy righteous- 

ness, O God, is very high [n -IY ')= *A], who hast done 
great things"; Job 5:3-5, "I have seen the foolish taking root; 
but suddenly I cursed his habitation . ... [.*' 22 iqi•p "1 ], 
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whose harvest the hungry eateth up"; Job 9:13-15, " 
The helpers of Rahab stoop under him, how much less should I 
answer him [vs. 14] . . . . [M 

t. 

9 _ 

1. 

r 

. 
"I)M], 

whom, 
though I were righteous, I could not answer"; or, reading 'MMt, 

"who, though . . . . , shall receive no answer"; Job 9:16-17, 
"If I should call and he would answer me, I would not believe that 
he would listen to my voice [ !F~j 'I 

. 
], who overwhelms 

me with a tempest" (a very obvious example of causal relative); 
Job 37:16-17, "Knowest thou the poisings of the thick cloud, the 
wonders of Him who is perfect in knowledge [a'T 17•j I• ], 
[thou] whose garments are hot ?"; Koh. 8:13, " It shall not be well 
with the wicked and he shall not prolong his days like a shadow 

[PV'lo 
MbX t N"I' )MIA t 

" ], who does not fear God"; Dan. 
8:9, "To us belongs confusion of face, to our kings, to our princes, 
to our fathers [T I=ri "ItR], who have sinned against thee"; 
I Chron. 21:8, "And David said unto God, I have sinned greatly 
[M-T 

2fi.w'1= 
" 

'I" ~t], who have done this thing." 

Final Clauses 1 
110. Final or purpose clauses are not infrequently introduced 

by "'1'. They are of two kinds, viz., pure and complementary. 
In the former, the verb of the main sentence contains a complete 
thought, while, in the latter, it requires the dependent clause as its 

necessary complement. 
111. A. Pure final clauses.-Gen. 11:7, "Let us confound their 

language 

[.2. 

I ~ "t], 
that they do not understand" (LXX: 

z'a pil); Exod. 20:26, "Thou shalt not go up by steps upon 
my altar [ 1'1b j1Ih Ab 

0. 
iR], that thy nakedness be 

not revealed thereon"; Deut. 4:10, "Assemble the people and I 
will make them hear my words 

['. ~'.sM1b • 
i n* " 

], that they 
may learn to fear me"; Deut. 4:40, "And thou shalt keep his 
statutes . . .[ . 

zt". 
I], that it may be well with thee" 

(cf. 
_P$_ 

in the same verse); Deut. 6:3, "Hear, Israel, and observe 

. 
[i~.l 

-i 

=.55. •. ~..i 
], that it may be well 

1 BDB treats final and result clauses under one head: "It ['Ig] is resolvable 
into 'so that.' " But "so that" may be final, expressing aim, or it may be consecutive, 
expressing result. Gen. 11:7 and 22:14 certainly do not represent a single type of clause. 
The former clearly denotes aim or purpose, the latter an actual consequence or result. 
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with thee and that you may increase exceedingly"; Deut. 32:46, 
"Set your heart unto all the words which I testify unto you this day 

[=e~i'l"r 
t2.n 

1f nr]"; this clause is probably best taken as a 

relative, " which ye shall command" (against Gesenius-Kautzsch, 
Davidson), since the action of the main clause does not look forward 
to another action as its aim; in other words, it is not a means to 
an end, but an end in itself; the relative clause is here very loosely 
attached to the preceding; Josh. 3:7: "I will begin to make thee 

great in the eyes of all Israel . . . . [-I ? i1.t "Id], 
that they may know that," etc.; Ruth 3:11, "Shall I not seek rest 
for thee [ ZI . tt" 

I•], 
that it may be well with thee ?"; Koh. 

7:21, "Take no heed unto all words that are spoken [ 
' 
'Itb 

Pt 
=172',i tp.], 

lest thou hear thy servant curse thee"; 
Neh. 2:7, "Let letters be given unto me to the governors beyond 
the river ['!'P 'It *N ], that they allow me to pass"; Neh. 

2:8, "And a letter unto Asaph 
[~. 

~ 1 

0.• 
], that he may 

give me timber"; II Chron. 1:11, " .... but hast asked wisdom 
and knowledge for thyself ['=T 

)t.1 '. 
N], that thou mayest 

judge my people"; Jer. 42:14, "We shall go to Egypt [95 b nt 
?i ? M ], that we may not see war," or "where we shall 

not see war"; either is possible, if the present text be retained. 
112. B. Complementary final clauses.-These clauses are found 

after verbs of will or purpose, or equivalent expressions. They are 
substantive clauses and may represent a subject or an object. 

a) Complementary final clauses as subject: Esther 1:19, "If 
it please the king, let it be written [ 

"b".Ml 
• 

O'_ 

9b wb 'tN 
;N7], that Vashti come not in the presence of the king"; Neh. 

13:1, "And it was found written therein [';-Y 7 
' 

M Itbj 
P'M 1 

i. 
.... 

. .], that an Ammonite should not enter into 
the congregation of God." These are the only two instances that I 
have found in which the final clause represents the subject. It is 
not impossible, however, that the Hebrew usus loquendi felt these 
clauses to be in an objective relation to the governing verb, accord- 

ing to the well-known Hebrew usage that a verb in the passive may 
take an object; cf. Gen. 4:18, "I'"rI : w-b~ ii. 

b) Complementary final clauses as object: Gen. 24:3, "And I will 
cause thee to swear .... [."•2:5 

i 

t.$ 
imb 

. 
'I "], 

that thou 
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wilt not take a wife for my son," etc.; I Kings 22:16, "How often 
shall I cause thee to swear [tj r 

-4J.•-P• 

~= l~zW5n-A " 
i'] that thou speak to me only the truth in the name of Jahwe ?"; 

Esther 2: 10, " .... Mordecai had commanded her 

[Ti'R..' 
"t] that she should not make it known"; Dan. 1:8, "And Daniel 

purposed in his heart 

[b5b_. 

=" 
"?l], 

that he would not defile 
himself"; Neh. 2:5, "If it please the king .... 

['.• 
], 

that thou wouldst send me"; the governing verb is 

6p_2, 
"I 

would request," to be supplied from the preceding verse; Neh. 
7:65, 

.2 
Ab I~ H =b • l•,'1 

"he told them that they should 
not eat" (cf. Ezra 2:63); Neh. 8:14, "And they found written in 
the law that Jahwe had commanded by Moses 

[';. .I-j" 
jX 

b'IZ'i] that the Israelites should dwell [in tents]"; Neh. 8:15, n~Zb1 
ST"---*I 

.2'i?.', 

" and that they should proclaim" (continuation of vs. 14); 
Neh. 10:31, "They [the rest of the people, priests, Levites, porters, 
etc.] entered into a curse and into an oath [vs. 30] 

[r. 

1 Ab 'Itj 

"• 5•.W 

" 

'n.2]. 

that we would not give our daughters to the 
nations of the land"; Neh. 13:19, tlCMEZ~ 

" 
"•~i 
i 

i1,7R, T":* 1V._: T 

"and I said that they should not open them [the gates]"; Neh. 

13:22, ?to'i 
/, 2 1n ? tb Za ' rrM:1 , "that they should 

be purifying themselves"; II Chron. 18:15=1 Kings 22:16 (cf. 
supra). 

NOTE.--One cannot fail to notice that most of these examples are found 
in late books, especially Nehemiah. It is noteworthy also that these clauses 
never take the accusative sign n1 before the "?Z . 

Final Relative Clauses 

113. 11? occurs in a few instances in relative clauses of purpose 
(cf. the Latin). Exod. 32:1, 23, "Make us gods 

[.'lE -b' • j"] to go before us" (in order that they may go, etc.); (cf. Vulg.: 
quid nos praecedant [with subjv. of purpose]; Kautzsch: "schaffe 
uns einen Gott, der vor uns einherziehe"); Num. 27:17: "Let 
Jahwe appoint a man over the congregation [vs. 16] 

['.• 
'It 

tM?5]~, to go out before them" (R.V.: "who may go out before 

them"; Vulg.: qui . . . . possit exire; Kautzsch: "der an ihrer 

Spitze ausziehe"). 
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Consecutive or Result Clauses 

114. '1 introduces clauses denoting result or consequence: 
Gen. 13:16, "I will make thy seed like the dust of the earth [CH "tbt 
Im JI-=TVM __ 

1-_. 

ntt 

t_•• 2. VjZ. _-'], 

so that if any 
man can number the dust of the earth, then may thy seed also 
be numbered"; Gen. 22:14, "And Abraham called the name of 
the place Jahwe-jireh [M'1~ '1I 

67.5 
i 
1N. "1=." 

], so 
that it is said to-day" (the rest obscure); Deut. 28:27, "Jahwe 
will smite thee with the boil . . . . [~~1 

P-• 
1 • "?], 

so 
that thou canst not be healed" (Vulg.: ita ut curari nequeas; LXX: 
0OT • 4r pabOaaaL ae laO vat; R.V., however: "whereof"); I Kings 
3:12, "I have given thee a wise and understanding heart ['ItZ 
t1~n pr TM?p TA T~ 1 so]1m ], that there has 

been none like thee before thee," etc.; I Kings 3:13, "I have given 
thee . . . both riches and honor [i Tjlin TM•"I-o ' 

I•? 
T"T/? n ? V S'],~ so that there has been none like thee among 
the kings"; translating i' 'l as a perfect, "all thy days" must be 

rejected, Kittel in the Handk. takes 
,i'l' 

as a future perfect; in 
this case, "all thy days" could be retained, but it would then 
unduly affect the greatness of the promise; II Kings 9:37, "And 
the body of Jezebel shall be as dung upon the face of the field 
in the portion of Jezreel 

[T5.'. 

'AT 1IT A~5 I ], so that 

they shall not say, This is Jezebel"; Isa. 65:16, "He will call his 
servants by another name 

[',iw' 
r~7. 

"bx 
" 

'•i.ati' 
"n 

i 

•.;], 
so that he who blesses himself in the earth shall bless him- 

self in the God Amen"; Jer. 19:11, ". . ... so will I break this 
people and this city, as one breaketh a potter's vessel [~ Ab •t " 
"7Ni RtM~i], that it cannot be made whole again"; the clause 
may, however, be taken in a relative sense, "which cannot," etc.; 
K6nig regards it as consecutive; Mal. 3:19, " . . . . the day that 
cometh shall burn them up, says Jahwe [Ilj" Mb *r= 

•6A liZR 
M17], that it shall not leave them root or branch"; Ps. 95:11, 
"Forty years long was I grieved with this generation and said, It 
is a people that do err in their heart [10] . . . . [. . 

•.1• 
'1~ 

7.;hi"~R . 
11011], so that I sware that they should not enter into 

my rest"; it is possible here to take 
"t simply in the sense of 

"concerning whom" or "as to whom" (R.V.: "wherefore"; 
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Kautzsch: "Und so schwur ich"; Vulg.: ut iuravi; LXX: Ws 

&pyoaa); Esther 9:1, 
..1-~ 

h 1i l 
. 

tN W s 6~; IP, "and the 
matter was reversed so that the Jews ruled [over those that hated 
them]." 

115. There is one instance of complementary consecutive clause 
in the Old Testament: Ezek. 36:27, 

. 
lt) 

. '~b 
- 

~"nw i 
"and I cause you to walk in my statutes" (Vulg.: Faciam ut in 
praeceptis meis ambuletis). 

Consecutive Relative Clauses, or Relative Clauses of Characteristic 

116. This type of clause is quite common in Hebrew, although 
it has been disregarded by the grammars. It is used, as will be seen 
from the following example, to express a characteristic or quality 
of an indefinite antecedent (as a rule): Gen. 20:9, IjK etN • 
,Itv mt; ~1t 

. 
, "thou hast done deeds unto me that ought 

not to be done"; Gen. 41:38, "And Pharaoh said, Can we find such 
a one as this 

[1. t1'.'R 
• 

-? 
'1 N 
•• •J], 

a man in whom the spirit 
of God is?" (Vulg.: qui spiritu Dei plenus sit ?); Exod. 5:2,. 
i VP 

f 
t: t ~ 

• 
m 

" 
l" 

,4,• 
"who is Jahwe, whose voice I should 

obey ? " (= " that I should obey his voice") (Vulg.: ut audiam vocem 

eius); Exod. 9:18, "Behold, to-morrow about this time I will cause 
it to rain a very grievous hail . . . . [t. •.. 

ri • ,'i 
M 

"•JR], 
such as has not been in Egypt" (Vulg.: qualis non fuit; cf. 
Exod. 9:24); Exod. 11: 6, "And there shall be a great cry through- 
out all the land of Egypt [ 9b, 

.• •Zit " ], such as there 
has not been"; Exod. 34:10, "I will do marvels 

[1R.2="b.' 

IVjR 

'1-1'f..], 

such as have not been wrought in all the earth"; 
Deut. 3:24, " .... what god is there in heaven or in earth [?"Z1 

r3Y M 

~1,_ 

] that can do according to thy deeds?" (Vulg.: qui 
possit facere opera tua; Kautzsch: "der solche Werke verrichten 

kannte?"); Deut. 28:49-50, "Jahwe will bring a nation against 
thee from afar .... ['. 

. 
• ' " 5 

"V:M N• 
Ab], a nation whose tongue.thou shalt not understand, 

a nation of fierce countenance that shall not regard the person of 
the old," etc. (Vulg.: cuius linguam intelligere non possis; gentem, 
quae non deferat seni, nec misereatur parvuli); I Kings 3:8, 2r"'t 
2"I ib" Abi 

n"~5' i"vi, "a great people, that cannot be .. . -T : .- V 1T- *? :- - 
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numbered nor counted for multitude (Kautzsch: "dass es vor 

Menge nicht zu zahlen noch zu berechnen ist"); Isa. 7:17, "Jahwe 
shall bring upon thee and upon thy people and upon thy father's 
house [ 

I-. 
=-'•S 

N 

V.2'] 

days that [such as] have not 
come" (Kautzsch: "Tage, dergleichen nicht gekommen sind"); Jer. 
49:19, ":#3 'it K 

"Ol 
i M"'7 

,- 
"Who is the shepherd that 

shall stand before me?" (Vulg.: Quis est iste pastor, qui resistat 
vultui meo ? Kautzsch: "wo ware der Hirte, der vor mir Stand 
halten konnte?"; cf. Jer. 50:44); Dan. 12:1, It b Il Z M 
"ni i~im b n , "And there shall be a time of trouble such as 
there never has been since there was [a nation, etc.]" (Vulg.: 
veniet tempus, quale non fuit); Neh. 5:2-4, •~k 0" R6 V•', " There 
were those who said" (Vulg.: erant, qui dicerent); the expression 
occurs at the beginning of three successive verses; it corresponds 
exactly with the Latin relative clause of characteristic after general 
expressions of existence or non-existence; I Chron. 17:21, "And 
who is like thy people Israel, a unique people in the earth ['It 

1i 75~ 

.~S 

S 
1•'w* •], that God went to redeem unto him- 

self for a people"; II Chron. 1:12, 3t 
m•'•"1' 

. "T2N 

"P.~ 
t, " And honor I will give thee such as none of the kings 

had that were before thee"; the ) here takes the place of the 
ordinary It.1, but it might be dispensed with altogether without 
altering the sense; II Chron. 2:5, 

1." i'-M'• 
*IR 5 t.t "and 

who am I that I should build him a house ?" 

Conditional Clauses 

117. The particle "l 
b may introduce conditional clauses: 

Exod. 21:13, a1p 1"P - 
o-bT 

A 0 
. i~~61 "and if 

he does not act presumptuously, then I will appoint you a place"; 
since this verse continues and modifies the thought of the preceding 
verse 

(.' 
. 6/: . . 

. 
2), 

I prefer to take 
"ItH 

as a conditional 

conjunction rather than as an indefinite relative pronoun ("whoso," 
Driver, Heb. Tenses, 123) (cf. Kautzsch: "Wenn er [i.e., the 

M,2] es aber nicht vorsitzlich gethan"); Lev. 4:22, t" N :~ 
15, "if a ruler sinneth"; Num. 5:29, -"1' in nn 5it 1MO " , if a wife [being under her husband turn aside"; hardly weches-: 

"if a wife [being] under her husband turn aside"; hardly welches 
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Weib (Erwald), assuming an attraction of the antecedent; Num. 

9:20, 21, "I 
t J is not conditional (against Friedrich); the sense 

is simply it happened that; Deut. 11:27, "The blessing ["fl 
I1M n?2'1 

rIZ.• -~i 
,], if you obey the commands of Jahwe" 

(cf. vs. 28, 
.s1P*~ 

b 6 MR); Deut. 18:22, bV M N " ' t 
"btl 

"if 
a prophet speaks"; Baentsch renders: "Was der Prophet redet 

(ohne dass es geschieht und eintrifft, das ist ein Wort," etc.); Josh. 

4:21, 1=11 = B Z-4WItH "if your children ask" (cf. 4:6, "ID 

t- 
); I Kings 8:31, e IRVI"* 

"itbt tR, "if a man sin" (lit. 
"as to the case when a man sins") (cf. II Chron. 6:22, XV"7 CN). 

Conditional Relative Clauses' 

118. A relative clause in Hebrew (as in other languages) often 
involves the idea of condition. This is the case when the clause does 
not refer to any specific individual or thing, which it describes, but 
to a whole class of persons or things supposable under any given 
circumstances. Such clause is not declarative, but merely assump- 
tive, and hence it performs essentially the same function as condi- 
tionals strictly so called. This becomes especially apparent in cases 

where, by a kind of anacoluthon, there is no formal agreement or con- 
nection between the main and the relative clauses. Such looseness 
of construction is conditioned by the indefinite nature of the relative 
clauses. Cf. Lev. 22:18-19, j=i 

•'.•._ 
5I . ... z. 

.. T 
3e'•)7 

01 . 
... 

, "Any man . . . . who brings his offer- 

ing-[ye shall offer such] that ye may be accepted," etc.; Isa. 55:1, 

?h •• 
". 

1 
". 

~•N1, "whoever hath no money-come ye"; 
Zech. 14:17, 

t.i. 

~ M'l 
" 

.e-'• 
.... 

__ 
"? 

I 
'11, "And it shall be that whoever does not go up . . . . upon them 

shall be no rain." 
119. Syntactically, conditional relative clauses naturally follow 

the rules of hypothetical periods. Thus the relative clause (or, as 
one might say, the relative protasis) most frequently takes the imper- 
fect as the tense of incompleted and therefore indeterminate action; 
cf. Gen. 17:14, Iin1=1 . . . . 

I=_r'.. "011.bt -rtT - " " - T ' :.- : 
w-b- ljEn , 

"And the uncircumcised male who is not circum- 
cised . . that soul shall be cut off" (Vulg.: circumcisa non 

1 Cf. Friedrich, Hebr. Conditionalsitze, ?? 88 ff. 
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fuerit); Gen. 24:14, "And the girl [2 .... 2 ], 
to whom I shall say [let down thy pitcher] and she say"; this is 

equivalent to: "If the girl to whom I shall say, Let down thy pitcher, 
say ...." (cf. vs. 43, 

''-1t, 
where the tone proves that 

M"'- in vs. 14 has consecutive,' introducing the apodosis); Gen. 44:9, 

r2)1 
.... . 

in- 

..N~ . 

btX, "with whom it shall be found [he] 
shall die"; Exod. 30: 33, 

1••.2 

11=1 . . . - 
~, 
rin Zh. • rp' H ', 

"whoever compoundeth anything like it . . . . shall be cut off 
from his people (LXX: is iav wrodLty ; Vulg.: Homo quicumque tale 

composuerit); Lev. 7:20, M n 
. ... 

. 

-~_ ..... 

W1 1, "and 
the soul that eateth . ... shall be cut off" (LXX: ir7s Edlv Od'y ; 
Vulg.: quae ederit); Lev. 17:3, ~ . . . 

• 
- I ~• M t 

.'. (vs. 4), "whoever killeth . . . . shall be cut off" (cf. Lev. 17:8, 13; 
18:5, "Keep my statutes [D=1E Mi 013 wi '1T2 " ], 
which, if a man do, he shall live thereby" (cf. Latin: philosophia, 
cui qui pareat, omne tempus aetatis sine molestia possit degere); 
Lev. 20:6; Num. 15:30, linnil .... ? ? 'Ijt tM 

l. 
; Deut. 

17:12, t 
W. -W ' 

,- ?='I 
t l Deut. 18:20, 

•'h.t 
idly 
. ,'•'• •:, "And whoever does not give 

7"m- ?I 

b 

1-1- 

J 

* .udg. 1:.12, 
"ItR 

into their mouths, they consecrate war against him." 

120. It will be noticed that in all the examples thus far cited the 

relative clause with the imperfect is followed by the perfect and 
waw consecutive in the main sentence. More frequently, however, the latter also takes the imperfect; cf. Gen. 31:32, 1 

. 
T T R , "with whomsoever thou findest 

thy gods, [he] shall not live" (LXX: Hap' av eis . . . .( o 
aL ovras; Vulg. apud quemcumque inveneris); Gen. 44:10, - 

=7. 

"L OW Ir k~ygR , 
"with whomsoever it is found [he] 

shall be my servant" (LXX: Hap' &zv Epe6O . ... ; Vulg.: apud 
quemcumque fuerit inventum); cf. the preceding verse, where instead 

1 Cf. Driver, Hebrew Tenses, p. 131. 
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of imperfect in the apodosis we have the perfect with waw consecu- 

tive; Lev. 7:19, b 
;.'. 

0? 

.."' -' "rr 
l (LXX: 

Kat Kpfa 6ra iday apwrat . . . ob . pwOluaerat; Vulg.: caro, quae 
tetigerit); Lev. 15:5, 5 

•1-: 
I-A ' C 1=V-V' ••2.t 

;V '112 N tj'N (LXX: 
Tr; 

T- Kal avOpenros i s a av a/lra . 
.. 

v. 
. . Xvpvd r& i~ErLa; Vulg.: Si quis 

hominum tetigerit . . . . lavabit); Lev. 20:2, 01. .... . .j.. 

nt.?;' 
n .... 0j?1 (LXX: 'E&zP TsL .... .s blz &; cf. Lev. 20:9, 

10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and other examples in the same chapter); Lev. 

21:10; Num. 5:10, 
,'il" 

* 
l•tl 

.. 
"i"" I 

ij 
. 

(LXX: Kal hwaip 
s 

&ai~, ̂o iepe, avbr 'arat); Num. 22:6, INI" "' 
E~Z1Z (LXX: ov"s 

aV Karapa q); Deut. 18:19, - 

'. 

- 

.. . 
' .... N W-•0'M M'M11 

~•.t 
iSn (LXX: is 

dv, 
~ai &AKOUl . .. . K&fKrUw a0ro'); Judg. 

6:31, i3t1' Ib '~" ?'M (LXX: 6s ~d' &LKdba/7qra); I Sam. 17:25, 

t... 
n•.-i.: 

In' Z-14 
tr-;, 

"Iwhoever slays him, the king will 
make him rich"; Isa. 60:12, 

~.I. . 

b 

Z5- 

K 

7.T~T1 "i.n 

•."', 
" the nation and kingdom which shall not serve thee shall 

perish"; Jer. 27:8, inkIT W" 
. 

?112N 8 
151 ~123M 

".M 
. p .... , "and the nation and kingdom which shall not 

serve him . . . . I will punish . . . ."; Ezek. 1:12, "~'' ix h b 

-i 
n5 

r•.l, 
'Im E, "wherever the spirit went [imperfect of 

repeated action], they went" (cf. Ezek. 1:20); Koh. 5:3, '1 n 

C.. "i.., 

"whatsoever you vow, fulfil" (LXX: 6aa a&v ep 

. r6o'80S; Vulg.: Quodcumque voveris redde). In Zech. 14:17, even the 

imperfect has the waw consecutive: F'M' tM' 0 1 1_?M' 
itm-1 N 

tt.'SM, 
"whoever shall not go up, upon them shall be no rain." 

121. The conditional relative clause sometimes takes the perfect, 
in which case the implied condition is conceived by the imagination 
as realized; cf. Num. 9:13, nD lit ?Ir . . . . t- l NR 

.... ~i~, "The man who forbeareth to keep the passover, 
[that soul] shall be cut off" (LXX [as in other examples where the 

imperfect is employed]: s 
i•v .... 'c. . rep~7); Isa. 50:10, 'ITZ 

n'/ e.• •t==46'- 
i 157 " '1 

;.~ .b, 
"he that walketh in 

darkness and hath no light, let him trust in the name of Jahwe." 
122. The relative clause may also take the participle; cf. I 

Sam. 11:7, 

Mt'.... 

. . . 

.. 

.. YN 0 

"12, 
"whoever does not 

go forth .... so shall it be done [unto his oxen]." Here the 

emphasis is not primarily on a possible future action, but on a possible 
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mental attitude with reference to Saul's command. The sense is 
"whoever shows no inclination to go forth." 

123. The clause may also be a purely nominal sentence. In 
this case there is no verb at all. Cf. Jer. 23:28, '1"j 

R 
.MN,' 

....t"' 
" 

M i R , "the prophet who has a dream, let him 
tell it"; Jer. 15:2, ni~1 ml 

"j 
(cf. Jer. 43:11; Num. 9:13); 

Job 39:30, 
.•.• 

=. T 

T. 
V , r.V. "and wherever the slain 

are, there is he" (LXX: oi av ooT reOvpEirTes; Vulg.: Ubicumque 
cadaver fuerit, statim adest). 

124. Sometimes instead of the perfect with waw or the imperfect, 
the bare perfect is employed in the main clause; cf. Ezek. 14:4, 

".. . .. . ." - '. ... : ? ? 
"Every man who causes his idols to come up [into his heart] 

... 
I, Jahwe will answer him." The perfect here expresses the 

certainty and immediateness of the result; cf. also Ezek. 14:7; 
Gen. 24:14, ~rii rt r . .... . 

". 1%jm • 19 ','1, "And the 

girl to whom I shall say .... her thou hast appointed." 
125. If the idea of generalization is to receive greater emphasis 

than is already implied in the indefinite relative clause as such, the 
antecedent or the relative particle (according as the clause is 

dependent or independent) is often preceded by -t. As to the 

form, the use of the imperfect in both members of the sentence 

represents the prevailing type. Out of the thirty-seven instances 
that follow, eighteen are of this character; cf. Exod. 20:24, 

-".5 
S 

bI2 E"Vj X Tt5M 'I tlptB, "In every place where I 
shall record my name I will come to you"; Lev. 6:20, Y v 'Z . 

p.T 

"IM I 
-, 

"whoever touches the flesh thereof shall be holy"; 
Lev. 15:20, tl= . . . . 19 - lt , "everything that 
she lieth upon shall be unclean"; Lev. 15:26, :1 1 'ITM '1?vwr 

.'"'1 
NrtY. 

l, "every vessel that she sitteth upon shall be 

unclean"; Num. 19:16, t3~ . . . . -""j - n "whosoever 
touches shall be unclean"; Num. 19:22, 

N2;t;.if 
1 2 "1 

t 
X17"Wt , "whosoever the unclean person touches shall be unclean"; 
Num. 22:17, 

•M 
X 
..•. 

jn-i 1 A , "whatsoever thou sayest 
I will do"; Deut. 11:24, 

10-1M 
nB.'.. 

. 
.ir 

7 
h•v ' 

ip 
'-5, "every place the sole of your feet shall tread upon shall be yours"; 

Deut. 15:19, i'~i .. .. "1 "- 
i ~ n=r'r"n, "every firstling 
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that is born thou shalt sanctify"; Deut. 19:15, "One witness 

[=1P' R] against a man 

[N..'" 
" 

t.XMi-~_ 
'=] in any sin that 

he has sinned"; I Sam. 14:47, •l"' MS'"~"w ., 
"whither- 

soever he turned he was victorious"; so, if instead of 

Y?'. 

we 
read (cf. LXX: 

Wa•fero) y ", 
"he was saved" or "victorious"; 

II Sam. 15:35, T7",M . . . . "whatsoever 
thou shalt hear, thou shalt tell"; II Kings 10:19, 19 

"•.,. ._ MY" Ah, "whosoever shall be missing shall not live"; Joel 3:5, 
ttwl it i rl t 

~. 

1 ?- "whosoever shall call upon the 
name of Jahwe shall escape"; Ps. 1:3, r'yr 

. 
Fi"' 

"ti. 

5t, 
"whatsoever he doeth, he carries out successfully"; Prov. 17:9, 

i" _' , "whithersoever he turneth he is successful"; 
Prov. 21:1, 

. .•.t_' 

" ' 
•" 

-R5.._ 
, 

"whithersoever he wills he 

.... ."who-T turns it"; II Chron. 15:13, i .l~ . il~' ~ , "who- 
soever should not seek [Jahwe] . . . . should be put to death." 

126. Quite frequently also the apodosis is introduced by the 

perfect and waw consecutive; cf. Exod. 9:19, 
" 

_. 

.... lR.'-I 

?Inth 
_r 

w t l? . 
."~. T•rS "~PB.• 

' " "every man [and T T TTT- 
". 

- ; . .. 
T" 

.. 
. beast] that shall be found in the field . . . . the hail shall come 

down upon them"; Lev. 7:27, Mr' ... lRj="R 63', 
"whosoever eateth . . . . shall be cut off"; Lev. 17:15, 

:M'?' 1... . 
... 

$ 
W• •R, "whosoever eateth shall wash [his clothes]"; 

Lev. 18:29, n' M ;Si ntDnM 
i'1l.. 

. 
w 

... 
M. 
..s' I."•'~ij 

, "who- 
soever does [these abominations]--the souls that do them shall be 
cut off"; note here the plural in the apodosis due to the broad 
indefiniteness of the relative clause; Lev. 22:3, WIp' N t 

W'N.-I X1.66 6 n InIninTn. . . . , "every man that approaches. 
that soul shall be cut off"; observe here the change of subject in 
the apodosis resulting again from the wide and general application 
of the relative clause; Lev. 23:29, M='n-' 

_ 
, _ 

. 

hii) 
inr:; Lev. 23:30,,rimbtim .... ntin "-?vjxvm 'r ; 

II Chron. 19:10, 

..r 

n 

... 
"=bvand every 

controversy that shall come to you [from your brethren, etc.], you 
shall warn them." 

127. The relative clause may be a purely nominal sentence; cf. 
Lev. 21:18, 

:. 
9b Vi1: I " 

", "whatsoever man 
Lev.21"8, 5"•.• 

• :•2%. " 
-: 

.'T 
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has a blemish shall not approach"; Lev. 22:20, Ci2 
It.1"'' D 

•. .•_ 
•, "whosoever has a blemish you shall not cause to 

approach"; Num. 19:14, 
X•%=•" 

bk 
`j"N'"i, 

"whosoever is in 
the tent shall be unclean." Again, the apodosis may have the bare 

perfect for sake of greater emphasis. Cf. Josh. 1:3, Oipw'• 

. a12.. 
. . . . . 2 

. ••. 
" , "every place whereon the 

sole [of your feet] shall tread, to you have I given it"; Judg. 2:15, 

s."1;i'; 
16 7 ' 1 1~n-Wr •• 

", "whithersoever they went out 
the hand of Jahwe was against them." 

128. The relative clause appears also with the perfect; cf. 
Num. 30:10, 

11. 
7,C' "everything where- 

S- 1- ;-T:T with she hath bound her soul shall stand"; I Chron. 18:6, 9•1~1Z n 
"1V X 

"P.lk* 
w~l 71; cf. I Chron. 18:13. 

129. The main clause or apodosis may be a nominal sentence; 
cf. Josh. 2:19, tgwl 

•2 . . '. . 
u" 5.. 

._? 

"whosoever goes forth from the doors of thy house, his blood' is 

upon him." 
130. Both members may be nominal; cf. Gen. 30:33, "I' tR 

Sp~N 13 "every one that is not speckled 
or spotted . . . . shall be [counted as] stolen"; Num. 19:15, 

". n T x/ i" vT T 

z.w " r, "every open vessel, 
which hath no cover bound upon it, is unclean." 

131. Finally, the main clause may have the imperfect with the 
waw consecutive; cf. II Sam. 15:2, ='* 

.'S 
'~11 tj V3r .i 

` 
"l1 

tD:*IVb tep'.1 . ... . 5 , "and if any man had a suit . 
then Absalom would call to him," etc. 

132. Another mode of generalizing a relative clause and thus 

rendering it virtually conditional is to prefix the antecedent or the 

particle with the interrogative '• ('1) used indefinitely. How 
far the latter in these instances may have retained its interrogative 
force it is impossible to tell. This question, however, does not 
affect the general sense of the clause. Cf. Exod. 32:33, "And 
Jahwe said unto Moses [' 

1-.1.9 .•. 
•b 

.•R 'w.], 

Who- 
soever has sinned against me, him will I blot out of my book" 
(lit. "who [is it] that has sinned against me ?-him will I blot out"; 
LXX: E'1 rTs /apTp?7KEV i,•LM 

V ov, aXe?aXEtW . ... ; Vulg.: qui 
peccaverit . . . . delebo); II Sam. 20:11, "And there stood by him 
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one of Joab's young men and said 
['1•T 'i.1 =2Rl 'IViN 'il 

i9' "~ I 

~"t.], 

whosoever has delight in Joab and whosoever 
is for David, let him follow Joab"; Eccles. 9:4, 

"I.M.t. 
I• 1 7~. "'. 

?i7j T o~" - • , 
"For whosoever is united with all the 

living-there is hope"; as in other cases, referred to above, there 
is here no formal agreement between the main sentence and the 
relative clause; Deut. 20:5, ~T5 .... . ~ T 

T•* R 
'I., 

"who- 
soever has built [a house] . ... may go" (lit., "who [is the] man 
that has built a house," etc.; both LXX and Vulg. retain the 

interrogative construction here: Tis & •aOpcros . . , Quis est 

homo, qui aedificavit; Kautzsch: "Jedermann unter euch, der ein 
neues Haus gebaut hat . . . . mag abtreten"; cf. also vss. 6 and 

7); Judg. 10:18, jVR5 1'77' . . . . b'~r N i w "./: , "who- 
soever shall begin [to fight] shall be head"; in this case the Vulg. 
abandons the interrogative construction: Qui primus coeperit dimi- 
care .... erit dux; LXX: Tis 6 

a•'?p 
brTtS &p ape7aL . . . . KCa 

garTat els 
(apxo?,ra, 

carrying on the question to the end of the 
verse. 

133. A participle may take the place of the relative clause; cf. 
I Sam. 11:12, 1 M t,": b lW 

'•Wi~ 
. 

"whoever says 
deliver [the men, etc.]"; Deut. 20:8; Judg. 7:3. Of course, 

an adjective or noun may also be employed; cf. Ps. 34:13-14, 
;7; 8~:?1 

.2 
.... . . D tV E 

'.... ., 
"who is the man 

that desireth life .... keep thy tongue from evil [and thy lips 
from speaking guile]"; logically, the question is equivalent to a 
conditional clause, of which the imperative forms the apodosis (cf. 
Baethgen: "Wenn du . . . . begehrst . . . . so bewahre," u.s.w.); 
Exod. 24:14, DM' 

_ •.b 
V'="1 b 

2"'.; 

Isa. 50:8, 

b_5",' 
134. "2Z alone is sometimes equivalent to 

"It '".; 
cf. II Sam. 

20:11, 1' "_'x R 1"'M'11I 'l,- 
" whosoever is for David, let 

him follow Joab"; and Exod. 32: 26, "bX '11 "Z, "whosoever 
is for Jahwe, let him come to me." It is noteworthy also that the 
indefinite "72 is sometimes indistinguishable from the indefinite 

'im; cf. Isa. 55:1, lt 0 ? "I wlt, "whoever has no 
silver-come ye"; and Exod. 

32:24,-, 
1 

.13 

l=7 

.T .2, 

"whoever 
has gold-strip it off." 
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Explicative Clauses 

135. The particle "Ijt quite frequently introduces a clause which 
serves to specialize or define a preceding idea stated indefinitely. 
The latter may either be a single word or a clause. These explicative 
or epexegetic clauses have never received due recognition. Most 

grammars ignore them entirely. To a certain extent, however, they 
are implicitly recognized by versions and commentaries, though 
there is lack of agreement and uniformity in their treatment. This 
arises chiefly from the fact that, owing to a misapprehension of the 
true nature of the clause, an explicative '1? is sometimes regarded 
as a simple relative particle. 

136. I shall first cite those instances in which the epexegetic 
use of '1 N is plain and unmistakable; cf. Ezek. 20:32, Mbi9n 

V- .7 : " T. : 
that which cometh up in your mind shall not be at all [namely] 
that ye are saying, We will be as the heathen"; it is plain at the 
first glance that the 

" 
t-clause specifies the indefinite Mi'l; Koh. 

7:29, t JCINt 1, 
" t•-rbt •-•, 

"Behold 
T.T: - - T T .. -: T "." " 

this have I found [namely] that God made man upright"; Koh. 

8:14, "There is [b=M] a vanity which is done upon earth [Vfl "g 
=1 11], that there are righteous unto whom it happeneth according 
to the work of the wicked"; Koh. 9:1, " -bt "n wlT-b-rN 
"` 1a', 

'I., 

"All this I laid to heart, that the righteous," etc.; 
Neh. 2:17, "And I said unto them, Ye see [MSV1] the evil case we 
are in . . . . [".'.i 

~•• 17r 
bt.'I "T4 ], 

that Jerusalem is 
T VT *T -: T- 

desolate and its gates broken down"; II Chron. 35:20, 
"*- 

•'MR 
~T"~W'I P 11?y AT• 

"After all this [namely], that Josiah had 
restored the temple," etc.; "%j 

is here not used temporally in 
the sense of "when." So R.V. after all this: "when." Kittel: 
"Nach alledem, als." The 

"1%f-clause 
is an explanatory appo- 

sition to 
RT?'t. 

Vulg. simplifies by: Postquam instauraverat. 

Finally, I should insert here Koh. 8:15, "And I commended mirth 
[((-m mi. t7:tr nnn = tb = 1=711A Ml%, Dthat 
there is nothing better for a man under the sun than to eat and 
drink." I think this is preferable to "because." The clause defines 
wherein mirth consists rather than gives the reason for a final 

judgment on the supreme good. 
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137. In the following examples the 
" 

t is sometimes, erroneously 
to my mind, regarded as a relative particle: Exod. 18:9, "And 
Jethro rejoiced ['~tZ trZt w w1M 

wY" 
='tl -b n- Y 

:trit 
'•._. 

ibT ] at the good which Jahwe did unto Israel, 
that he rescued them from the hand of the Egyptians." Here 

A.N. renders "whom he delivered," because . . . . 
" may 

apparently refer to "Israel" as its antecedent. However, it is the 

preceding indefinite 
•M2 

with its clause that calls for more definite 

specification, not "Israel." While it is true that there is ultimately 
little or no difference in the sense, we feel that the relative construc- 
tion in shifting the emphasis from "the good" to the recipient of the 
same materially weakens the force of the sentence. Therefore, 
R.V., with truer insight into the thought, renders "in that he 
delivered them." So also Baentsch, Kautzsch. LXX: 6TL kELXaro 
(causal); Vulg.: eo, quod eruisset, "in that he had delivered." A 

parallel passage is I Sam. 24:19, 
'•.•r 

nMY l 

. _. _t.r- 
r 

":rm Ai 

.7_ •.q 

1 n n 

X.n 
• U I "And thou hast made 

known [according to a conjectural reading "made great"] the good 
which thou hast done by me, that Jahwe delivered me into thy 
hand and thou didst not slay me." Here again the good con- 
sisted in this that Jahwe delivered him into his (David's) hand and 

yet he (David) did not slay him (Saul). So far as formal grammar 
is concerned 

'•1= i?tR might be rendered "whom he delivered," 
making it refer to 

".-. 
as antecedent. But this would be awkward 

and unnatural, especially in view of the intervening 
,M=iC. 

Other 

examples are: Deut. 25:18, "Remember 
[p• 

..' 

' i•XY Mt8 R 
'I MjN .] what Amalek did unto thee . . . . that he met 

thee," etc. (LXX: ri s avErT aoL . . . . ; Vulg.: quomodo occurrit; 
English versions: "How he met thee"; Kautzsch: "Wie er dir 

begegnete"; Steuernagel in the Handkommentar: "der dir begegnete" 
[incorrect]; again it must be insisted that the clause is manifestly 
intended to specify the indefinite "what Amalek did"); Deut. 

28:20, "Jahwe will send upon you the curse . . . . [. Y ":SI. 

":rT=T Y . 
. . . 

2132], because of the evil of your deeds, 
that you have forsaken me"; Steuernagel correctly renders: "wegen 
der Bosheit deiner Taten, dass du mich verlassen hast"; he adds 
in a note, "die [sc. die Bosheit] darin besteht, dass du mich 
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verlassen hast," which gives the sense exactly; freely rendered, the 
clause means simply "in having forsaken me" (LXX: &br tyKa- 
TrXLers ge ; Vulg.: in quibus reliquisti me; so also the English 
versions: "whereby"); Deut. 11:4, "what he did unto the army of 

Egypt, unto their horses ... 
['"_ •-"C' 

.' 

.• 

. 

'Y. .. C-:'-:], that he caused the waters of the Red Sea to overflow 
them" (LXX: s 

C1riKXvoe; 
Vulg.: quomodo; Steuernagel incorrectly 

adopts the relative construction); Judg. 9:17, I2b Ct "•R 
l- __ 

=_. . - 
-"_ 1M 

Z-.. 

?l:-n .tk 1?; this clause 
attaches to the indefinite statement of the preceding verse, -"=t 

SDanD'v 1•W' -5.t 
, "and if ye have done according to the 

deserving of his hands, namely, that my father fought for you and 
cast his life before him [i.e., risked his life] and rescued you from 
the hand of Midian [and ye have arisen against my father's house 
this day, etc.]," the apodosis closing this long and involved period 
being added in vs. 19, .... "then rejoice." In the light of what 
has already been said in connection with other examples, the clause 
in question obviously stands in an appositional explanatory relation 
to the statement "according to the deserving of his hands." Both 
the A.V. and R.V. translate "for my father .... ," treating vss. 17, 
18 as a long parenthesis. Similarly Nowack: "denn, ftir euch hat 
mein Vater gekimpft "; Kautzsch: "ihr, fiUr die mein Vater gekaimpft 
hat," making the go back to the second person of the preceding 
verbs; Keil: "da doch"; Vulg.: qui pugnavit pro vobis (omitting 
"MR); LXX: wcs 

rape•6•aTo [C1roXti~oev] 6 'raTrip tov %nrtp bi~v; 
K6nig, III, 385, n.: "Wenn gemass der Leistung seiner Hand ihr 
thatet: dass mein Vater," etc., which is correct. Further instances 
of the epexegetic use are: I Sam. 15:2, "I will punish [it"rId 

t A 
=5 

wt" 
? ti"~ 

.P~i 
2•] 

what Amalek did unto Israel, that he 
set himself against him" (cf. Deut. 25:18); I Sam. 28:9, "Thou 
knowest [Fncii -rr•• Zt')n-;" "•Ja I.tA 

• ] what Saul 
has done, that he has cut off the necromancers"; here Nowack 
renders "der dir Totenbeschwirer ausgerottet hat," treating the 
clause as relative; in the preceding example, however, I Sam. 15:2, 
he renders, "indem er sich. ihm in den Weg stellte," an unnecessary 
inconsistency, since there also he might have referred 

" 
b to 

Amalek and rendered, "der sich ihm in den Weg stellte"; however, 
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both clauses are not relative, but explicative; Jer. 1:16, "Because 
of their wickedness 

['.".?TP 

nIt ], that they have forsaken me [in 
having forsaken me]" (cf. Deut. 28:20; Keil: "das B6se besteht in 
dem Abfall vom Herrn," which gives the exact sense); Jer. 32:40, 
"I shall make an everlasting covenant with them [MIrtt A? 

"It 
t2M•R•?] that I will not turn away from following them"; Ps. 

31:8, "I will be glad and rejoice 
['.17 j'. "~t. _I 

• ~] in thy 
favor, that thou hast looked upon my affliction"; R.V. "for" is 

wrong; the clause explains the general term "favor." Deut. 11:6 is 

perhaps best placed in the category of explicative clauses: "What 
he did unto Dathan and Abiram, the sons of Eliab, the son of 
Reuben [ ~ 

".•_• 
n~'~" "yM MM iN " ] [namely], that the 

earth opened her mouth and devoured them." As in previous 
instances, the clause specifies the indefinite preceding statement 
"what he did." The syntactic relation is, however, less strict than 

ordinarily, for the reason that the clause has its own subject 

(TIVM). Logically, however, it is Jahwe who causes the earth to 

open her mouth, so that it may properly be said that the clause 
is cast in essentially the same mold as others of this class. By way 
of an interesting contrast, I insert here Baumann's analysis of this 
verse: "Die S6hne Eliabs, sie [i'tf being a demonstrative appo- 
sition to "the sons of Eliab "] (von denen auszusagen ist:) die Erde 

sperrte ihren Rachen auf und verschlang sie," etc.' Finally, Judg. 
9:38 and Isa. 50:1 are best treated as explicative clauses. 

138. In conclusion, it may be remarked that explicative clauses 
sometimes appear asyndetically, that is to say, without the use of 
the mediating 'I? ; cf. Ruth 4:7, 

.1 
Y ~ 

i9'-_ 
P'D 0 n 

6I_ 
."lb 

. . . , "This was formerly [the custom] in Israel 

concerning redeeming . ... [that] a man cast off his shoe," etc.; 

Koh. 5:12, 17j;• 
Vi"nt.riy • 

nrin "nw? lbrn 
'WIV 
v• 

j 
in 

,I 
"There is a grievous evil that I have seen under the sun, 

[that] riches are kept by the owner thereof to his hurt" (R.V.: 
namely, "riches kept," etc.) (cf. also Koh. 5:15; 10:5-6); Job 10:14, 

".nNrt7] 

H [vs. 13] 
.=. 

AT " 
' 
Y.•'. "I know that this was in 

thy mind [that] if I should sin. ... ." 

1 Hebraische Relativsatze, p. 30. 
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Concessive Clauses 

139. Simple "?Zb 
never introduces a concessive clause. It may, 

however, perform this function when coupled with C 

_. 

Cf. Neh. 

3:35, **, - I" 
7wn.sa 

T 
"Even though they build, if a jackal should go up, he shall tear 
down their stone wall." It seems preferable to take ItR as a con- 

junction, though the relative construction is most generally adopted. 
If we render "even that which they build" (R.V., Kautzsch, Sieg- 
fried: "was sie auch immer bauen mdgen), it would be more natural 
to expect a pronominal resumptive in the main clause than 

V/tir 
tsi'232. Cf. Khnig, III, 415E: "Gesetzt auch, dass sie bauen"; 
Vulg.: Aedificent: si ascenderit vulpes (with'the subjunctive of indif- 
ference: "Let them build"). This is the only instance of the kind 
to be found in the Old Testament. Friedrich (Hebr. Conditional- 
sdtze, p. 60) refers to Koh. 8:12 as a second example, in which, as 
he says, the 

t. 
is separated from "'Ib. But, as his citation shows, 

he has overlooked the 'n which stands in immediate proximity to 

=•D. .? C is, in fact, the more usual form of expression; cf. Ps. 

23:4, 

b.t"'$ 

1C; Prov. 22:6, "pt" "' ~ ; Hos. 8:10; 9:16; 
Isa. 1:15. Occasionally the position of the two particles is reversed, 
CD "n; cf. Koh. 4:14; 8:12. 

Concessive Relative Clauses 

140. There are a few instances in the Old Testament of relative 
clauses with a concessive connotation; cf. Jer. 32:35, "And they built 

high places of Baal . . . . to cause their sons to pass through the 
fire unto Molech 

["'2'. 

'It Z g] which I did not command 
them." The clause is the logical equivalent of: "Although [despite 
the fact that] I did not command them." There is a concessive 
or adversative idea implied. Cf. also Jer. 7:31; 19:5; 29:23; 
Deut. 17:3. Jonah 4:10, "Thou hast had compassion on the gourd 

[bl513 bl ?= 2 _r l" :7 b 
"1 ], for which thou didst not labor," 

etc. Again the sense is, "although thou didst not," etc. Cf. 
Kautzsch: "obschon du dich nicht um ihn bemhiht hast"; Esther 
4:16, " And thus [referring to what has preceded] I will go in to the 

king [n~01 5 "' ], which is not according to the law," i.e., not- 

withstanding it is contrary to the law. In this case, most versions 
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abandon the relative construction in favor of a purely concessive 
expression: Siegfried: "obwohl es gegen das Gesetz ist"; Kautzsch: 
"obwohl dies dem Gesetz zuwiderliiuft"; Luther: "wider das 

Gebot"; Vulg., freely: contra legem faciens; LXX: rap 7r• v po; 
but A.V., R.V.: "which is not according to the law." In Ps. 139:15 
the case is not so clear, although the concessive construction is 

possible and yields an excellent sense: "My bone was not hidden 

from thee ['"It "''1t7 1"j], who was made in secret," i.e., 
"although I was made in secret." The relative particle refers 
back to the suffix in 

".21 
("my bone"). The clause is often 

classed as temporal; English versions: "when"; Kautzsch: als; 
Luther: da; Delitzsch: der ich (relative); Vulg. and LXX: fecisti, 
hroi-ras, with verb in second person, and taking " t 

as object; 
Targ.: qui factus sum. 

Temporal Clauses 

141. It is very questionable whether 
"'it 

is as frequently em- 

ployed to introduce pure temporal clauses (with no designation of 
time preceding') as has been supposed. Most of the examples cited 

by GHW are by no means decisive. They are the following: Gen. 

40:13, "Thou wilt put the cup into his hand [niN ~5i) . 

? f..~_11 

V 

'7. 
"tb], 

after the former manner when thou wast his cup- 
bearer"; this may be correct, and is at any rate sufficiently accurate 
as concerning the general sense; but if t.jD expresses more than 

simply a modal idea, if it denotes the condition or ofice formerly 
held by the cupbearer, a sense which seems to me legitimate,2 then 
the following clause is attributive, and the ?'it as the connecting 
medium may be circumscribed somewhat as follows: "which answers 
to the following description" (cf. Vulg.: juxta officium tuum); 
Num. 33:1, "These are the journeys of the Israelites 

[1.N2 
ti5 

itr= 
=17072 " yO1], when [R.V.] they went forth out of the 

land of Egypt by their hosts"; here the temporal idea is inap- 
propriate; the clause evidently refers to journeys and indicates the 
various stages in the migration to Canaan (Baentsch: "in denen 
sie ausgezogen sind"; so also Kautzsch; Vulg.: qui egressi sunt, 

1 Clauses in which 1j~ follows a time designation have already been considered; 
cf. ? 82. 

2 Cf. Judg. 13:12; II Kings 1:7. 
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referring to the Israelites; LXX: cs ~iXOov); I Kings 8:9, "There 
was nothing in the ark save the two tables of stone which Moses 
placed there at Horeb" 

[•.il' t~. V.. 

' It 
• 1~]; here 

the local idea is at least just as probable and more so, perhaps, 
than the temporal: "where Moses made a covenant (R.V. [margin]: 
"where"; so also K6nig, III, 387g, and Syr.; Vulg.: quando; 
adopting the reading of LXX, the clause is purely relative); Jer. 
29:19, "Because they have not hearkened unto my words [I't1 
'~4"n-r 

tl'wb.• 
1in-rj], who sent unto them my servants [the 

prophets]"; this is the most natural construction, the relative 

attaching to the suffix in "my words"; Ps. 139:13 and II Chron. 
35:20 have already been discussed. With the possible exception, 
therefore, of Gen. 40:13, not one of the passages mentioned by 
GHW is unquestionably temporal, while some of them are plainly 
of another type. Equally uncertain are three other passages, in 
which the 

" jX is sometimes regarded as doing the duty of a temporal 
conjunction. The first, Ps. 41:9, "An evil disease has befallen [is 
cast upon] him" 

[MP•p•* ='C.=' "i INt1], Konig (III, 387g) 
regards as a temporal clause; so also A.V., R.V.: "Now that he 

lieth, he shall rise no more"; Baethgen and Kautzsch: "Wer sich 
einmal gelegt hat" (indefinite relative pronoun); so also Aq.: 6s &a 
KoL/l00' ; this is the simplest and most natural rendering. The 
clause would seem to be of a proverbial character. The second 

passage is Ps. 69:5, 2I' t T~ 
3C.T"•R 

It. Konig takes 
"Vlt -T 

in the sense of dann, wann, with Th as correlative (III, 387g). 
But "when I have not taken away, then I must restore" seems an 
unnatural form of expression; possibly the text is corrupt and instead 
of TA we should read 

':.; 
the verse would then run: "what 

... taken away, I must restore"; but the LXX reads TX (a 
obK 7pwraoa To6E dTcrLfPUvov); so also Vulg.: quae non rapui nunc 
exsolvebam. Baethgen explains: "Damals als die unverdiente 
Feindschaft den Sanger traf, galt von ihm das Sprichwort, dass er 

zuriickgeben musste, was er nicht geraubt hatte." However the 
TA may be disposed of, the ItRj-clause is doubtless relative. The 
third uncertain passage, Gen. 30:38, "He placed the rods which he 
had peeled in the watering troughs 

[Irv•. Z.•Z "n 
wiv] 

where the flocks came to drink." So R.V., which, in view of what 
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we have seen concerning the use of 
" 

t in temporal clauses, is to 
be preferred to "when." The local conception has been generally 
preferred (Kautzsch, Delitzsch, Gunkel, Syr.), while K6nig and 

Wynkoop favor the temporal. 

Modal Clauses 

142. Gesenius-Kautzsch cites a number of passages in which 

?1tF is said to take the place of 
?jZ' 

as a comparative conjunction 
(cf. ? 161). Let us look at these passages. In Exod. 10:6 the 
Z 

• 
is declared to be the equivalent of quemadmodum. We have 

already discussed this verse; cf. ? 87, where it is stated that the 

"Z?R-clause 
refers to the entire preceding statement concerning the 

plague, and this accords best with the sense. In Exod. 14:13, 
nr~~k? 

...••...•.Ec 

9 tn nr 
nnw)" 

'N , 
'" 

"for as ye see 
the Egyptians to-day ye shall see them no more," "•T 

is hardly 
a conjunction equivalent to quemadmodum or 68 7pbo'ov (LXX). 
Rather is it the equivalent of quales, "such as." The clause 

expresses state or condition, not manner. The sense is that this 
is the last time that the Egyptians shall appear in the character 
of vigorous, menacing warriors. The rendering of Vulg., quos 
nunc videtis, and Keil, "die Agypter welche ihr heute seht" (with 
attraction of the antecedent), though grammatically possible, is 
devoid of force. In Exod. 34:18, "Seven days shalt thou eat 
unleavened bread 

['.= 7.~~1], 

as I commanded" (Vulg.: sicut 

praecepi; LXX: 
Kaa•'rEp), 

some MSS read 1"t). The modal 
idea may be accepted here. Nevertheless, it is possible to regard 
')1 as a relative particle with the entire preceding sentence as 

antecedent; cf. examples where the particle is thus employed, 
? 83. These are the examples instanced by Gesenius-Kautzsch; 
they are also adopted by Konig. It will be seen that they are inde- 
cisive as establishing the comparative-modal use of the particle. 
For sake of completeness I shall briefly discuss a few other similar 
cases: Isa. 54:9, 

"l• "tI2 " 
S. 

V 

..2 
"i 

nb. 
• • Z '?t" 

"I p"7HTn 
_, 
"IFor the waters of Noah is this unto me; as I 

have sworn that the waters of Noah shall no more go over the earth, 
so [have I sworn, etc.]"; this the usual rendering. Here it is to 
be remarked in the first place that there is some manuscript and 
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abundant versional authority (Sym., Theod., Syr., Targ., Vulg.) 
for reading ~ , "as the days," instead of 

'.. 
". But if this 

reading, which is decidedly preferable, be adopted, the following 

1•5 may very easily and naturally be taken in the sense of "when." 
Vide supra for this common usage of the particle after designations 
of time. "Like the days of Noah is this unto me when I sware," 
etc. As for the following n, it cannot be objected that this demands 
a correlative; cf. Isa. 55:9, where no correlative expression precedes. 
Consequently, there is no necessity whatever for assuming that 
'11 does the duty of '11? in our passage. In Jer. 33:22, " 

. 
111. 1I.'M•t 

O * w= 
.... 

._I 
N '•, "as the host 

of heaven cannot be numbered, so will I multiply the seed of David," 
if the text be accepted as it stands, we have here an undoubled 

comparative-modal use of "IN. But it is doubtful if 
"ItM 

is original. 
At any rate, the rendering of Syr., Theod., Targ., Vulg. seems to 
favor an original "Ztgn, though it must not be overlooked that, 
granted the "1 ~ be original, these versions might still have used a 

distinctively comparative mode of expression for the sake of clearness. 
But the general usus loquendi seems to decide against the originality 
of 

"•t?4. 
Jer. 48:8 is still less decisive. The 

"1~t may be causal, 
or it may be simply the relative particle. Giesebrecht cancels as 

dittography. Our conclusion, therefore, is that a strictly modal use 
of 

"ZIK 
in comparative sentences cannot be shown to exist in Old 

Testament Hebrew. 
143. There are, however, a few passages in which 

"'1~ performs 
the function of a conjunctive modal adverb; cf. I Kings 14:19, 
"The rest of the acts of Jeroboam 

[.*/ 

N atVM* 
"l r ], how 

he warred and how he reigned [behold, they are written, etc.]." It 
is plain here that V1Z% must have a conjunctive-adverbial force 
expressing manner. By this is not meant, of course, that any such 
meaning was inherent in the particle as such. It is only the sense 
and the context that decide the peculiar force of " it in any given 
case. In the present instance it is evident that a mere statement of 
fact, i.e., that the king made war and particularly that he reigned, 
would be wholly futile; cf. Vulg.: quomodo pugnaverit et quomodo 
regnaverit. The case is different in II Kings 14:15, "the rest of the 
acts of Joash which he did and his power 

["t, • 
;2 =TJ wi2 •1], 
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and how he fought with Amaziah..... " Here the *11 may 
simply mean that, introducing the statement that Joash waged war 
with Amaziah. Vulg., omitting the 1, joins "•b 

with might and 
renders: fortitudo eius, qua pugnavit; cf. vs. 28, r "I 

in .. 
But even here the clause is hardly relative, modifying 

-'1 
but 

adverbial, as in the first example. Gen. 30:29, "I• rt -V'" 
141.M1,W "thou knowest how I served thee," expresses manner and 
not mere fact; cf. ? 77; Vulg.: quomodo servierim tibi. But "• r 

may also be equivalent to an inner or cognate accusative. 

11b Recitativum 

144. Sometimes the particle '1V serves to introduce direct 
discourse. It then takes the place of "n, which is more ordinarily 
employed. This usage is very rare. Even among the few instances 

generally pointed out, some admit of another construction: cf. I 
Sam. 15:20, "And Saul said unto Samuel ['M' b? - 

;'/RVjd "It], I have obeyed the voice of Jahwe." The 
"b 

is here, in my 
opinion, nothing else than an introductory particle. Syr. leaves it 
unexpressed; Nowack: ""'11 dient zur Einffihrung der directen 
Rede." More generally, however, it is regarded as an asseverative 
particle. R.V.: "Yea, I have obeyed . . . . "; Vulg.: Immo 
audivi. Budde (SBOT), unwilling to admit this use of "'1 , con- 

jectures ?R . We can safely say that so weak and indefinite a 

particle as '1 can never have been employed to lend force and 
emphasis to a statement. Nor is there any such idea required by 
the context. Other instances are: II Sam. 1:4, "He said ["'1~ 

C i =], The people fled"; so generally (LXX: ~~nry 5L gov-YEv 
[6rt is ambiguous]; Vulg., Kautzsch, Nowack, Driver, et al.); K6nig 
(III, 374c) remarks that the clause may be a "Referat des 
Historikers"; while this is possible, it is hardly probable; the vivid- 
ness of the narrative favors direct discourse; II Sam. 2:4, 

-•3•- 
"5?-R% IIi IVZ 5 V~ _= tb = "And they told T - 

r: T : -. .. *-T : 

David saying, The men of Jabesh-Gilead were they that buried 
Saul"; so R.V., which I hold to be correct. This leaves the text 
as it is, and is grammatically possible. It is generally assumed 
that 'IXR is misplaced, its proper position being supposedly after 

"l 
. ' But this would be the only instance in the Old Testament 
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where If=R, which, as is well known, is employed again and again 
to introduce direct discourse, would be followed by an unnecessarily 
redundant " . It is thought that the LXX Xf^ovrEsE 6L favors 
the view of a misplacement of '1 . But this rendering proves 
nothing. 6TL could easily have been employed as an introductory 
particle, even though 11 always occupied its present position. 
As for the construction of the sentence in its present form, we 
have an exact analogy, e.g,, in the Assyrian; cf. D a r i Am u 
Va bita aga epu , "Darius is he that has built this house." 
"Der Relativsatz bildet das Priidikat" (Kraetzschmar, BA, I, 
426). And just so in our verse. Cf. Zech. 13:6, "And one shall 
say, What are these wounds between thy hands? and he shall say 

['••IM n" 
•-)"• 

"1Z~ 1 ], I was beaten in the house of my lovers." 
This is at any rate possible, though "tl has been variously treated. 
LXX with slavish literality: 'a srfryqv; Vulg.: His plagatus 
sum; R.V.: "Those with which"; Nowack considers '1?•5 as 
purely introductory. I prefer this view, though it is not the only 
possible one-'11? may be causal. In this case, the sentence must 
be regarded as elliptical, the thought to be supplied from the context 
being " I have these wounds," to which the "Zt-clause would furnish 
the reason. Neh. 4:6 is also sometimes referred to (Siegfried) as 

containing an instance of "•1 recitativum but the syntax is doubtful. 

b) T IN COMPOUNDS 

145. BDB says: "Combined with prepositions, ?. converts 
them into conjunctions." This is, of course, a well-known fact. 
But it must be borne in mind that the 

"It is, as a rule, not indispen- 
sable. Prepositions as such may subordinate an entire clause, in 
other words assume the function of a conjunction. "Statt des 
vermittelnden 

?"b 
tritt der ganze folgende Satz als ein Substan- 

tivbegriff unter die unmittelbare Rektion der Priposition."I Indeed, 
in some cases the preposition used as a conjunction is never accom- 
panied by "ItX, e.g., 

VIt- 
and TR/2. Cf. Ps. 90:2, 

•I.t 
r1i.' U-In, "before the mountains were brought forth"; Exod. 
5:23, 'I ~b 'T M TW:, "since I came to Pharaoh." 

t112- 
o T? " T " * . 

1 Gesenius-Kautzsch, ? 104c; cf. also Stade, p. 225; Olshausen, pp. 441 f.; K6nig, 
II, 327 f. 
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" 
Z or 

"1j1 T42 are not found. On the other hand, some prepo- 
sitions are only in the rarest instances used immediately as conjunc- 
tions. Thus t; in Deut. 33:11, 

-,-p'"1., 
"that they rise not 

up," where 
" 

is equivalent to 
" 

Olshausen further instances 

W.•-"1• 
in Isa. 18:2: 

"Two 
das .... .•lM die Stelle eines ganzen 

Satzes vertritt." So also Cheyne: "since it arose." Delitzsch 
and Duhm take the expression locally, the former declaring that 
W-1 I cannot be used for 

W.' 
1 ~1~i But this takes for 

granted the very thing that is under discussion. The temporal- 
conjunctional sense is best suited to the context. The preposition 

is probably never found as a conjunction. j~1 in I Kings 6:19 
is plainly a scribal error. But in Gen. 30:41 Olshausen would read 

(vielleicht) 

.i 

instead of 
''M-V 

, thus making . introduce 
a finite verb. 

- 
is employed as a conjunction in Lam. 4:14, 

W.t 

?.••; 
cf. K6nig, III, 395e. Is - ever used for 

- _- 

? This is 
almost uniformly denied. Delitzsch remarks on Job. 7:2: "'3 
kann nie einen Vergleichungssatz einfiihren ausser einen infinitiv- 
ischen . . . geradezu steht es nie 

ftir "tZt 
." So most of the 

grammars. But Konig (III, 388d) puts his finger on at least one 

passage in which Z introduces a comparative clause, viz., Jer. 31:10, 
"He shall keep it [I~n't] [n7 

';• •1] as a shepherd [sc. 

"h'.] his flock." This is the most natural and obvious construction. I 
also think that K6nig is right when he remarks on Obad., vs. 16, 

v•i ~.Z, 
that "als wiren sie nicht gewesen" is "geistreicher" 

than "wie solche, die nicht existiert haben." In other words, the 
view that 1 is a conjunction=' •t 

n deserves the preference to the 
other which regards the clause as relative. So also Nowack: "Als 
wiren sie nicht gewesen," and G. A. Smith: "As though they had 
not been"; cf. Job 10:19, M' l" ' 

x 

. '-. 

, "I should have 
been as though I had not been." There are other passages which 

plainly show that the dividing line between Z and ?5NZ was at 
least partially obliterated; cf. I Chron. 17:9 (II Sam. 7: 10), "The 
children of wickedness shall not waste them any more [`'1R 

•r2•.], 

as at first"; Jer. 33:7, "I will build them [ U "Z], as 
at first"; cf. also Jer. 33:11; Isa. 1:26, "I will restore thy judges 

[ 
WM•'1••] 

and thy counselors 

[~.s" 
~I] as at the beginning." 

The same promiscuous use is noticeable also after nominal sentences; 
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cf. I Kings 13:6, "And the king's hand was restored again 
[•.T1 

M',•"-2], 
and it became as it was before"; Gen. 41:21, "Their 

appearance was evil [1 
- 

lr ] 'Itt] as it was before." 
T - : V.-:- 

146. If, then, 1 and ?'l& are at times used interchangeably, 
we are justified in re-examining a certain class of passages in which 
the conjunctional character of 1 is commonly denied. Such examina- 
tion has made it clear to me that M is often treated as a preposition, 
where in reality it is a conjunction. What are evidently two distinct 

types of sentence are promiscuously thrown together. For the 
sake of illustration, I shall call attention to a few passages: Job 

11:16, "For thou wilt forget misery [2A7] 

[..TrW1• 

~Tt 
`i1•=], thou wilt remember it as waters [that] have passed away"; Jer. 

23:29, "Is not my word like a fire [0 ~rE ~ 1 
ti?33.] 

and like a 
hammer [that] breaketh the rock in pieces ?" It is plain here that 
n is not a conjunction, since the things compared are in each case 
two mere substantives. M belongs only to the word to which it is 

immediately prefixed. But now let us look at some other passages, 
which are cast in a different mold: Job 7:2, 

... 

. ..... 5~ 1 

"'-(ti T13 "as the servant panteth for the shadow, so am I 
made heir [to months of wretchedness]"; Ps. 42:2, 

•.• -• 
" 

*_'1 

" ~ : • 
'B2"P.'. 

bt, "as the hind panteth after the 
water brooks, so panteth my soul [after thee, O God]." It will be 
seen that in these two examples it is not so much the subjects that 
are paralleled, but rather the two actions expressed by the verb. 
If we insist that the first meihber of the verse last quoted be rendered, 
"Like the hind [that] panteth," etc., the second member should 

consistently be rendered, "so [is] my soul [that] panteth," etc. 
This alone will save the concinnity of thought and expression. To 

put it differently, if "n belongs to the second verb, n belongs to 
the first. Further examples illustrating these two kinds of sentences 
can easily be found; cf. Hos. 6:3; Isa. 62:1; Ps. 125:1; 83:15-16; 
Isa. 61: 11. 

147. Whatever view one holds with reference to the function of 

3, it remains true, upon the whole, that 
"'I 

is not an essential 
element in the so-called compound conjunctions. As in English, 
the same particle may, as a rule, perform the functions both of a 

preposition and of a conjunction; cf. "after his arrival" and "after 
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he had arrived." And, to carry the comparisons a step farther, 
the Hebrew 'IZ, when united with a preposition, was felt probably 
to be no more specific or significant than the conjunctional affix 
"that," which, especially in older English, often follows the (prepo- 
sitional) conjunction; cf. "The word of Jahwe came to Jeremiah, 
after that the king had burned the roll"; "Before that Abraham 

was, I am" (Wycl. John 8:58). So also "ere that," "till that," 
"since that," etc. And further, just as in Hebrew the ?'I may not 

always be dispensed with, so this conjunctional affix "that," though 
it has almost disappeared from modern English, still maintains its 

place in certain connections; cf. "in that" (German indem). "In" 
alone never subordinates a sentence. To acquire conjunctional 
force it must unite itself with "that"; cf. "Let him die, in that he 
is a fox." This corresponds to the Hebrew ' 

.i3=, 

used as a causal 

conjunction. 
148. We shall now take up the various compounds in which 

't. appears as an element. By far the most common is 
"t~X, 

which 
occurs hundreds of times throughout the Old Testament. We may, 
therefore, begin with a discussion of the grammatical phenomena 
connected with it. 

"N`)V 
in Comparative Sentences 

149. There are many passages in which the 1t does not unite 
with 3 to form a compound conjunction (to retain the conventional 

phraseology), but in which it performs its ordinary function as a 
relative particle; cf. Gen. 27:4, "Make me savory food 

[1V'_." 
•..2.119], 

such as I love" (lit. "according to what I love"); Gen. 

41:21, "Their appearance was evil 

[**'.M•. _t n'] 
as at first" 

("according to what [it was] at first"). Sometimes the copulative 
verb is added; cf. Isa. 11:16, "There shall be a highway for the 
remnant of his people [bgti'b nrrI 

" 38'], 
like the one that 

was for Israel"; Josh. 14:7, "1 brought him word again [17?f 

22l5 =2] 
as it was in my heart"; Josh. 14:11, "I am yet strong 

to-day 

[.5R1 
'-? 

i a 
-C 

iMtt ] as I was on the day that [Moses] 
sent me"; Judg. 11:36, "Do unto me 

[•.•T 

" 

Itl"R.] 

accord- 

ing to that which hath proceeded from thy mouth" (R.V.); I Sam. 

24:5, "Thou shalt do unto him [ •'~ 7t ]'" according 
to what is good in thine eyes"; II Kings 7:7, "They left .. 
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their camp [bVI lZ•] 
as it was," i.e., "according to what [con- 

dition] it had been'"; II Kings 7:10, ".... the tents ['1=X 
ntwol]"; Job 29:4, 'r? 1 

" •, "according to what I was"; Isa. 
24:2, 2 MT 'IRZ wilt ~ , "as with the creditor, so with the 

debtor"; the retrospective ?1 plainly shows the relative character 
of 

" •; 
Jer. 18:4, "He shall make it another vessel [' "It" 

"'=P] according to one that is right in the eyes of ... ."; Ezek. 
41: 25, "They were made 

[-fit 
bZK] like as were made" [R.V.], 

i.e., "like those that were made"; I Kings 21:11, 
W.l. "t.l 

V'OSO, "according to what was written in the letters"; Koh. 9:3, 

It' ~ I 
', 

"as one that feareth an oath"; Dan. 9:13, 

Zi-1 1 Itb; Koh. 5:14, 
.751' 

1)'1Y . . . "' ItH, "as he 
came forth, naked shall he return again"; the significance of "*'R 
is here plainly indicated by 

=.'V 
in the main clause; 'Itt means 

literally "as what," i.e., "in what condition or character," qualis; 
Koh. 8:7, b 

".' 
'1T '1' ~~i, "L'how [i.e., as what] it shall be 

who will tell him?"; Koh. 9:2, " ii "~~ , "everything [is] 
according to what [happens] to all," i.e., "all things come alike to 
all" (R.V.). 

150. Also in the following passages, in which 7Pi is followed 

by transitive verbs, it is possible that "t?I retained more or less its 

pronominal function. At any rate, 
Itb. 

easily resolves itself 
into "according to," "in correspondence or conformity to that 
which." That It5R had not so far coalesced with the - as to form 
an integral part of the compound (in spite of close external union) 
seems to be plainly indicated by at least one passage: Isa. 14:24, 

pr. '"M V3C, "according to what I have purposed 
that shall stand." The resumptive M'l points back to 

.'It 

as in 

ordinary relative clauses. The ordinary mode of emphatic resump- 
tion is, however, to use "p as in the first part of the same verse. 
Just what was the living Sprachgefiihl in these cases we can no longer 
positively determine. The English idiom, of course, prefers "as" 
or "according as." 

151. Examples of the class under consideration are exceedingly 
common. Thus ZIti is found very frequently: 

a) With MI, "command": cf. Gen. 7:9, "Two and two they 
came to Noah [ b'M = 

~.'7 

5K~ ], according to what [as] God 
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commanded"; vs. 16; Exod. 12:28, "The Israelites did [? 5) 
Mn~' 

M.], 
according to what Jahwe commanded"; 16:24; 23:15; 

34:4; Lev. 8:4; 8:9, 13, 31; 9:1, 21; 10:15, 18; Num. 26:4; 27:11, 
22; 31:7, 31, 41, 47; 32:25; Deut. 1:19; 4:5; 5:12, 16, 29, etc. 
It is also found with the passive: Ezek. 24:18; 37:7, 

0.•. 
"Kb. 

b) With 
1•i: 

cf. Gen. 12:4, "And Abraham went 

[?Zv_ "=-7], according to what [as] Jahwe had said"; 17:23; 24:19; 
Exod. 1:17; 7:13, 22; 8:11; 9:12, 35; 12:25, 32; Num. 5:4; 
14:17; 17:5; 23:2; 27:23; 32:27; Deut. 1:11, 21; 2:1, etc. 

c) With '7It: cf. Gen. 21:1, "And Jahwe visited Sarah [?'I 

a•T]as he had said"; 43:17; Num. 23:30; Josh. 11:9, "And 
Joshua did unto them [MMT M•"~_' "W] 

as Jahwe said unto 

him"; II Kings 8:19; Joel 3:5; Amos 5:14; Neh. 5:12; II Chron. 21:7. 

d) With S=Vj: cf. Gen. 50:6, "Go up and bury thy father 

[ =12' 
. I. 

Z8 ], according to what [as] he caused thee to swear"; 
Exod. 13:11; Deut. 2:14; 13:18; 19:8; 26:15; 29:12; Josh. 

6:22; Judg. 2:15. 

e) With Mt.: cf. Gen. 8:21, "I shall no more smite every 
living thing 

[•i~'.• 
fl], according to what [as] I have done"; 

Lev. 4:20; 16:15; 24:23; Num. 21:34; Deut. 2:12, 22, 29; 3:2, 
6; Josh. 4:23; 8:2; 10:1, 28, 30; 23:8; 24:5; Judg. 15:10; I 
Kings 11:38; II Kings 8:18; 21:3, 20; Jer. 7:14; 44:17; Ezek. 

12:11; 16:48; 24:22; Zech. 7:3; Ruth 1:8; Dan. 9:12, ?7Z1 
1n1t: (with passive); II Chron. 21:6. 

f) With 1'Th: cf. Exod. 27:8, 

s.K 
oRM wIftl , "according 

to what one [indefinite subject] has caused thee to see, as has been 
shown thee"; Job. 4:8, 

'".. 
" Zn, "according to what I have 

seen," i.e., "according to my experience"; Jer. 42:2; II Chron. 

29:8; 30:7; II Kings 2:19. 

g) With 
ViZ": 

cf. I Sam. 23:11; Jer. 26:11. 

.h) With " ": 
cf. Gen. 40:22; 41:13. 

i) With ==T: cf. Deut. 19:19. 

j) With 
IBM": 

cf. Deut. 23:24. 

k) With r1i =command: cf. I Kings 21:11. 

1) With 7:~: cf. Jonah 1:14. 

m) With 
~": 

cf. Lam. 1:22. 

n) With %31: "cf. 
Num. 33:56; Isa. 14:24. 
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152. When there is no reference to an actual fact, but where 
the idea is general and indefinite, 

•1_N. 

is equivalent to "according to 
whatever." The action expressed by the verb being in such cases 

merely potential, the tense employed is naturally the imperfect. 
Cf. Gen. 34:12, "I will give 

[.•II.• 
"?ZA] according to whatever 

you may command (R.V.: "according as ye shall say"; LXX: 

Ka'67L 

Vc Edq-r7E); Gen. 44:1, "Fill the sacks.. . 

..[.j-. l-j ' 
n.1.], 

according to whatever they may be able to carry" (R.V.: 
"as much as they can carry"; LXX: &8a Clv b'vwvra L pat; Vulg.: 
Quantum possunt capere); Exod. 8:23, "We will go . . . . and offer 
a sacrifice 

[I•.bt 

'1=9' 

?IAN..], 

according to whatever he may com- 
mand us"; Num. 22:8, "I will bring you word again ['I 

_' 
1#N 

, ,•], according to whatever Jahwe may say" (LXX: 
aoKpLOcOrooatL tvh •rph-yytara a 

a, XaXary KVPLOS; Vulg.: Quidquid mihi dixerit 
Dominus; 

Kautzsch:" "je nachdem Jahwe mich anweisen wird," 
which hits the sense exactly); I Sam. 2:16, "Take for thyself 
[jt: ?~1 r-1 

)VN., 
according to whatever thy soul may desire" 

(R.V.: "as much as thy soul desireth"; Vulg.: Quantumcumque 
desiderat); Jer. 39:12; Ezek. 46:7; Deut. 16:10; I Sam. 24:5; 
Lev. 27: 14. 

153. The imperfect may, of course, also be used when the idea 
is not indefinite. In this case, it denotes simple futurity or customary 
and repeated action. Cf. Judg. 7:17, 

- 1_it 
Z 

~... I5_N.Z, 

"as 
I shall do, so shall ye do"; Isa. 10: 11; I Sam. 24:14; Exod. 5:13. 

154. Regarding the external form of these comparative sentences, 
the principal proposition, without any accompanying correlative, 
ordinarily precedes the subordinate clause introduced by M 

_N. There are, however, many divergent arrangements determined 
for the most part by a striving for emphasis. Thus: (a) The 

)j.z5- clause may precede the main sentence; cf. Lev. 8:34, ~ 
"i~VjR.I 

_it_? r ' M -M i .... ,"as has been done [indefinite subject] .... 
[so] Jahwe commanded," etc.; II Kings 17:41, .... 

-. 
' "5 jn. 

"•~l'• •; Jonah 1:14, t'rtY 1Vr7 "Vjbt-. (b) The " j.j-clause precedes, while the principal clause is introduced by OZ; cf. Lev. 
24:19, it; $ 'MMMY 

I•_N., 

"as he has done, so shall it be 
done unto him"; Num. 14:28, 1MtZt In 

r.7.1 "vjN., 
"as you 

have said, so will I do"; Num. 36:10; Josh. 10:39; Judg. 1:7; 
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7:17; II Sam. 3:9; I Kings 1:30; 2:38; Isa. 10:11; 14:24; Ezek. 
12:11. (c) The principal clause precedes, with In following the 

verb; cf. Exod. 7:10, 
,'Ir' ir•L "•?V 

C 

"~Y_?, 

"and did so, as 
Jahwe had commanded"; Exod. 7:20; Josh. 4:8; Ezek. 12:7; Gen. 

50:12, .... 13 ~ i -1Z7 
.~i? 

[3? separated from the verb]; 
II Sam. 5:25, "ZnI "i~ *1 tV1. (d) Same as c, but with ] 
preceding the verb; cf. Gen. 18:5, 

. 
=1 

1~-3 
? iq . 

N 
(e) The 

main clause precedes as in ordinary cases, but the thought is 

pleonastically repeated after the 
"t- -clause; cf. Exod. 7:6, 

It7 
]~, 

lM IZ' 
.Z" 

. . . . Myn 
-, 

"and Moses [and 
Aaron] did as God had commanded--so did they"; Exod. 12:28; 
Num. 17:26. (f) It occurs also that the principal clause is intro- 
duced by 1; cf. Exod. 16:34, •,'•" 

. . . . 'lllM 
.12 

1• 2, 
"As Jahwe commanded [Moses], so [Aaron] laid it up"; Num. 1:19, 
n 1ppi11 

~m. 
in, "so he numbered them." LXX, Vulg., 

Kautzsch, Baentsch (Handkommentar) unite the 
?IR--clause 

with 
what precedes. (g) Ellipsis of main clause; cf. II Chron. 2:2, 

M?= IM IN 7[vs. 3] ...... 

"t. 

1 

"•.Z'.711 
5~ "as thou 

hast dealt with my father [and didst send him cedars, etc.]-behold 
I am about to build." The omission of the main clause results in 
an anacoluthon. Vulg. supplies sic fac mecum. 

155. There is another type of comparative clause in which 

"•75~. 
is equivalent to "according to the fact or circumstance that," 

the '%It revealing its conjunctional force; cf. Gen. 26:29, " 
that thou do us no evil ['pI- 

1•. .'. 
y 

_i TYb"_ 

5 
1-"IT 

:5=], 
as we have not touched thee," etc. ("according to the fact 

that," etc.); Gen. 34:22, ". ... if every male among us be cir- 
cumcised 

[I•.t ~. 
I"F51 

], as they are circumcised"; Exod. 

2:14, "Thinkest thou to kill me 

['I.' 
• 

Y. 
Ij" t Z n], as thou 

killedst the Egyptian ?"; Exod. 40:15, "Thou shalt anoint them 
. [~712 zj t1], as thou anointedst . . ."; Lev. 4:21, "He 

shall- burn it 

[•_1' 
% N 7i• 

] "?N-] as he burnt the bullock"; Lev. 

18:28, "That the land vomit you not forth .... 
['5.M'MI 

'MR 
, 

iTNn], 
as it vomited forth the people ... ."; Num. 14: 19, "Pardon the 

iniquity of thy people according to the greatness of the mercy 
[Z'Itb_ 

, 
=TM 
.~5 

r11X:] and according as [to the fact that] thou hast 

forgiven this people"; Num. 27:13, "Thou also shalt be gathered to 
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thy people [.... .. t __ N ~] as [Aaron] was gathered"; Deut. 

6:16; 30:9; 32:50; Josh. 1:17; 3:17; 4:14; 8:5 (ellipsis of verb); 
23:15; Judg. 2:22; I Sam. 15:33; 20:13; II Sam. 7: 10 (ellipsis of 

verb); 7:15; 10:2; 16:19; I Kings 1:37; 3:14; 8:57; 9:2; 9:4; 
11:38; 20:34; 23:27; Isa. 10:10 (anacoluthic structure due to the 
excitement of the speaker); 20:3; 52:14; 66:22 (with participle); 
Jer. 2:36; 5:19; 7:15; 12:16; 31:28; 32:42; 44:13; 44:30; 
48:13; Ezek. 20:36; 23:18; 43:22; 48:11; Obad., vs. 16; Zech. 

8:13, 14; 14:5; Ps. 33:22; I Chron. 17:13; II Chron. 6:16; 7:17; 
Koh. 11:5; Esther 9:31. 

156. We find the same construction, when '1 
6. 

introduces 
an action, which, though not real and accomplished, is nevertheless 
conceived by the imagination as such; cf. Gen. 43:14, " tjl. 
~i r r flirj, 

"if I be bereaved, I am bereaved" (R.V.). While 
this is sufficiently accurate, it must be remembered that there is no 
condition implied.. The bereavement is conceived as being no less 
certain than if already accomplished. The expression denotes abso- 

lute, though reluctant, resignation to unavoidable circumstances. 
Kautzsch excellently reproduces the thought: "Ich aber-wenn es 
denn sein muss, nun so bin ich eben verwaist." Very weak Vulg.: 
Ego autem quasi orbatus absque liberis ero. Cf. also Esther 4: 16, 

,-•-•j "It~ 'Im i tN., "if I perish, I perish." 
157. If the action of the comparative clause is not represented as 

being really accomplished (as in the foregoing examples, hence 

perfect), but merely as contingent or potential, the verb appears in the 

imperfect. As might be expected, this is quite common with 
" ,n 

which is frequently employed to introduce facts of general experience 
or common customs. Cf. Exod. 33:11, "And Jahwe spake to Moses 
face to face 

[.nr 

h n1 b 
n.-], 

as a man speaks to his 

friend"; Lev. 4:10, "He shall take off [the fat, etc.] [=?1' tn- 

I~.j] as it is taken from the ox"; Lev. 24:20, "Eye for eye . 

[ -I j -. 
U aIN 

C.v 
m" "itE], as he causes [may at any 

time cause] a blemish in a man, so shall it be rendered unto him" 

(not: "as he hath caused" [R.V.]; LXX: KaOrC7 &v &bw); Num. 11: 12, 
"Carry them in thy bosom . . . . 

[. N•. 
•1?X1], 

as the 

nursing-father carrieth [the suckling]"; Deut. 1:31, "Jahwe bare 

0[: 3".X"- ?j'"'N •jN.•], 
as a man beareth his son"; Deut. 1:44, 
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"They pursued them 

[t.''; i•f.1 li'~)], 
as bees do"; 

Deut. 8:5, 1=D0' 10 ,' 
i.9" 

r 
T• N Wd" 1Zj-) , "As a man 

chastens his son, so," etc.; Deut. 12:22, "ljrinN 1N'" • N• 
., "as the gazelle is eaten, so shalt thou eat it"; Deut. 

28:29, "Thou shalt be groping at noonday 
['I.' .'-t_' 

"II V./ i * =1], as a blind man gropeth in the darkness"; Deut. 28:49, 
"And Jahwe will bring a nation against thee . . . . from the end of 
the earth [ ~5 'I 

N], 
as the eagle flies"; Judg. 7:5, 

5• 
...' 

' 8•Z, 
"as a dog laps"; Judg. 16:9, 

p.".-.•.'t_ 
5'l.3, 

"as a string is broken"; II Sam. 19:4, 
t1•'M 

7 
.zn . 

'61 , 
"as people steal themselves [i.e., steal away] [when they flee in 

battle]"; II Kings 21:13, .... 1?2'-'• ., 
"as a man wipeth 

[a dish]"; Isa. 9:2, 
.•5" "1 3 , " as men rejoice"; Isa. 25:11, 

Mti;7 ? t13" N, "as the swimmer spreads [his hands]"; Isa. 

31:4, "'6Na 
W 
'I In,' , "as the lion growls"; Isa. 55:10, 

"t', Wi TR, "as the rain descends"; Isa. 65:8, 
•:•'"•'jt'• •i 

.•rl?, 
"as the new wine is found"; Isa. 66:20, .N'"' 

" 
:,2 

"as [the children of Israel] bring [their oblation]"; Jer. 19:11, 

t•j" 
vib~ 
'wd 

I 
Wm', 

"so will I break, as one breaks [may at 

any time break] a potter's vessel"; Jer. 43:12, ;M"1M 
lt- 

" ?Zt 

,. "as a shepherd puts on [his garment]"; Ezek. 46:12, "He shall pre- 
pare his burnt offerings [ 

_'. 
~1 itZ], as he prepares [on the Sabbath 

day]"; Amos 2:13, rM*i 
p'.1 

vt 
Rn., 

"as a cart presses"; 
Amos 3:12, o'1M '%a 

'. )' 
, "as a shepherd rescues"; Amos 

9:9, 92 
.• 

?1o ' C, "as [grain] is sifted"; Mal. 3:17, "itn- 

?=bny e'N b5', "as a man spares his son"; Num. 2:17, 

I? 
. 

"jbt', "as they encamp"; Jer. 13:11, "IT•t1 pT-V'j "•j.,% 
"as the girdle cleaves." 

158. The comparison may be merely assumed or imaginative; 
cf. Exod. 10:10, "So may Jahwe be with you [1: 

" 
rM V 

:••.], as I shall let you go." The action is here neither completed nor 

potential. Pharaoh has no thought of allowing Israel to depart. As 
the principal clause is bitterly ironical, so the comparison is intended 
to show the vanity of Israel's hopes. Cf. also Deut. 22:26, "'?? 

, "~_:5.!M 
inNv 

op'."', 
"as if a man should rise 

against his friend, so is this matter"; an assumed comparison for the 
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sake of illustration; not: "as when" (Driver, Tenses, ? 115); the idea 
of time is unsuitable to the sense; II Sam. 16:23, =1 ? 

.I-. 
I, 

"as if one should ask," etc.; Isa. 29:8, . . . .. . 
' " -, "as if a hungry man should dream [and behold he eateth, but he 

awaketh, and his soul is empty . . . . so shall the multitude of the 
nations be that fight against Mt. Zion]"; Isa. 51:13, ". . . and 
fearest continually because of the fury of the oppressor ['It 

•RI 
.•.'" 

ittl], as if he were preparing to destroy?" (Kautzsch: 
"als zielte er, dich zu vernichten"; R.V. [margin]: "as though"); 
the question that immediately follows, viz., "and where is the fury 
of the oppressor?" places the sense of the 

"'IN. 
in this connection 

beyond a doubt; Ezek. 1:16, ES?Nr 7 Jin 
"~_N 

O 

n.'. ".., "[Their appearance was] as if a wheel were within a wheel" (Vulg.: 
quasi sit rota in medio rotae; cf. Ezek. 10: 10); Amos 5:19, 

ntN.2 
tnr' 

"'I m 
"~-~ 

nC " , as if a man should flee from before 
the lion and [the bear] meets him" (Vulg.: Quomodo si fugiat; 
LXX: 8v 7rp6rov iav c5yy &vGOpw'ros); 

Zech. 10:6, "They shall be 

[r• r•_f Sr 5ltb n-] as if I had not cast them off" (Kautzsch: 
"als haitte ich sie niemals verworfen"); Job 10: 19, 

2•"• 
'I 
"SN- IN•, "as if I had not been, I would be"; Esther 2:20, "For 

Esther did the command of Mordecai 

[D. 

it~w N 

'_ll 
"ItN.], as if she had been under his care"; Mic. 3:3, "2 

. 
1Tt 

., 
"as if in a 

pot" (text doubtful, cf. LXX); Neh. 6:3 (similar to Exod. 10:10). 
159. The logical relations between the two members of com- 

parative sentences may be such that 
"ZW' 

has the sense of "in 

proportion as" (quo, quanto) or "in what degree." Cf. Exod. 1: 12, 

-'i. irr ..nP 
?v~i1, "the more they afflicted them, the 

more they multiplied" (R.V.); Quantoque opprimebant eos, tanto 
magis multiplicabantur (Vulg.). 

"25t in Temporal Clauses 

160. From the original sense of mEtt, "according to," "agree- 
ably to the fact that," it was an easy step to the temporal use. To 
what extent (if any) the comparative idea was still felt by the Hebrew 
consciousness it is impossible for us to determine. The sentence 
"Agreeably to the fact that [Z~ g] he [Abraham] was about to enter 
Egypt, he said unto Sarai his wife .... ," may be, perhaps, just 
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as close to the Hebrew mode of thought as the purely temporal con- 

ception, "when he was about," etc. The English idiom, however, 
requires a temporal conjunction in the passages in question. Accord- 

ing to the context, "when," "as soon as," "after" are found to be the 

proper equivalents of 
" . The nearest approach to the Hebrew 

conjunction is the Latin simulatque, though the use of the latter is 
more limited. The Vulg. employs cum, postquam, ut (in the sense of 

simulatque), ablative absolute with little discrimination; LXX: ,MiLKa, 
cs, hera r- with infinitive, etc. Examples: Gen. 12:11,. 

"•. 
~. . 

... 
__ 

"•ph 
1 

'1.• 
(referred to above); Gen. 

18:33, ..l. ... 
1.Z 

r 
?.?• 

., "And Jahwe went 
his way as soon as [R.V.] he had left off communing [with Abra- 

ham]"; Gen. 20:13, 
"17_R 

.....C n. M'b" 
.r -i 

N: " 

, "And it came to pass, when [the time is more generally indicated 
than in the foregoing example] God caused me to wander, that I said 

[unto her]"; Gen. 24:22, . . . . j .... . . 
.•.z 

5vJm 
.... i , "as soon as they [the camels] had done drinking, 

the man took . . . ."; the action of the main clause follows 

immediately upon that of the subordinate; yet Vulg. has postquam; 
Gen. 24:52,.... zl'-.... T 'zj ~ 

~. 

? •rV.ll, 
"when [as soon as] the servant heard their words ... ."; 

Gen.: 27:30, N 
.. 

. 
.... ..• 

.1 • •?• 
'i._ "as soon as [R.V.] Isaac had made an end of blessing . .. 

the parenthetical clause "Jacob having just gone out" shows that 
the action of the principal sentence follows immediately upon that 
of the '1#j-clause (Vulg.: Vix Isaac sermonem impleverat); Gen. 

29:10, =W•• 
... 

... -rm ....M .wi " 
. 

'1711 "and it 
came to pass, as soon as [R.V.: "when"] he saw Rachel, that he 
drew near"; Gen. 30:25, 

Z•C?"•_• 
N" m M i ' Ni 

.~ 
~ N ?'1Z 

•P4', 
"when Rachel had born Joseph"; Gen. 32:3, •P' 

~.~N' =NM 
" • ., "And Jacob said, when he saw them"; Gen. 32:32, 

.... 
Z51 hIVC 1 V/ i"l, "and the sun rose upon him, 

when he had passed over"; Gen. 37:23, i' NZj ; " '?' 

.. ?It'-il 
1 "r-m I, "And it came to pass, as soon as [Vulg. 

ut (=simulac) pervenit] Joseph came to his brethren ... ."; "as 
soon as" is here preferable to "when" (R.V.); Gen. 43:1, 

1-•.Ab 
. . . . 110:0 

" 
"Z , "And it came to pass, when they 
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had eaten up [made an end of eating] ... " (Vulg.: consumptis 
cibis); Exod. 32:19, XI'.- 

Rl!' 
.... . . . 

". .dR 
Tb17, "And 

it came to pass, when he drew near . . . . that he saw the calf" 
(R.V.: "as soon as "; but the idea of immediateness is not necessarily 
implied; Kautzsch: "Als er nun in die Naihe kam"); Deut. 2:16, 
k'ows lm 7 -4 

__. . .. . mv* -it- r- - 1Vjbk 1,11-41 "and T T: T: T T:_ 
it came to pass, when [or after] . . . ." (Vulg.: postquam . 

ceciderunt); Josh. 4:1, fwl 11 . . . . . 
I.t-`-" 

) 
't"~- 

, "when 
the people had completely passed over ... ."; Josh. 4:11; 5:8; 
Judg. 3:18, 

-'1 
. . . . 2'i ~L 

•-l 

W 
-D "Z1, "when he 

had made an end of offering"; Judg. 8:33, Ol•1 n i M j 11 "I' 

12w'j, "and it came to pass as soon as Gideon was dead, that 
. " (Vulg.: postquam); Judg. 11:5, 

•5. 
. . . . 

-__.. . 

; 
Judg. 16:22, 

r1.3 
1•'.. •.I.t 

iV•R'"~"i 
n ri "And the hair 

of his head began to grow, after it had been shaven" (R.V.: "After 
he was shaven"); I Sam. 1:24, 

.•im_3 

1 M5Y 

-. Y.FM'_, "when [as soon as] she had weaned him"; I Sam. 6:6,6 

"~_ 

.I 
WM? V-_ CM 5 b- M , "when he made a mock of them"; I Sam. 

8:1, .... 
.. ... 

. 
. 'jT "8 'fi "when [time only in- 

dicated in a general way] he [Samuel] was old ... ." (Vulg.: 
cum senuisset); I Sam. 12:8, 

.t.MO -P;ST .- 
.... W"•ivb,) "when he came," etc.; I Sam. 24:2, •1'" . . . . M2 • 

1 1,N1 
"and it came to pass, when [as soon as]," etc. (Vulg.: postquam); 
II Sam. 12:21, 

... 
'a 
.^.. 

. 1 "1n V , "but after [the child] 
was dead," etc. (Vulg.: puero mortuo; Kautzsch: nachdem); II Sam. 
16:16, 

i"'1_ 

. . . .R 
"R., 

"when he came," etc.; II Sam. 
20:12, 'RI" 

1•8l., 

" when he saw"; II Sam. 20:13, •M•iN1 . 
T T 

T1- 

..._ 

---"V -:- " . . . . , "when he was removed," etc.; II Kings 14:5, OPT 

S.. ;. 7 '.-- t 
•. 

ZIVZ , "and it came to pass, as soon 
as," etc.; Isa. 23:5, 1 a~i, 

11. 

S" 
VjV"R., 

"when the report 
[cometh] to Egypt they shall writhe" (the action of both clauses 
lies in the future; Vulg.: Cum auditum fuerit, dolebunt); Isa. 
26:9 (similar to preceding example); Jer. 38:29, 

F'i'T•7 ?jR.S 
'"- 

? 
... 

•-•ii"•, 
"and it came to pass, when Jeremiah was 

taken . . . "; Jer. 39:4, ••1•1" .... . . n? 
5b. 

"'Y, "and it 
came to pass, as soon as [Zedekiah and the men of war] saw them 

."; Ezek. 16:50, 
"'1. E"Ij-d 

f OR I11 , "And I took 
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them away, as soon as I saw [it] "; or, perhaps, "according to what 
I saw" (with a causal nuance) (Vulg.: sicut vidisti [evading the 
difficulty by using second person]); Koh. 8:16, 

".•S' 
r 
?• r:iv. 

" '• . . . "when I applied my heart . . . . then I saw" (note 
the perfect in main clause; without 1 in II Sam. 20:13 see above); 
Neh. 3:33, tb 

_r . . ... 
.•. 

njnv 5 c1~5, "as soon as 
Sanballat heard, he was wroth." Precisely the same in Neh. 4:1; 
Neh. 4:6, 

.lZ•O•1•. 
.... 171,"' . 

" ' , "And it came to pass, 
when . . ."; Neh. 4:9, 

.=1 
. 
... -f 

" , 
"and 

it came to pass, when . . . "; Neh. 5:6, .. . ." 
"Pt5,I "I was wroth . . . when I heard"; Neh. 6:16, ";'l 

1'r' 
. . . . 'nj1 "ib, 

"and it came to pass, when they heard 

."; Neh. 7:1, '1 . . . . 
•.n 

" "', .and . 
when [the wall] was built . . . ."; Neh. 13:19, 

-• I"•tC. 
-71 

S. , "as soon as it grew dark . .";I Chron. 17:1, 
T 

_.... -4 "and ... , when... ."; II Chron. 
25:3, 

71-7 
.... . MTi i 

~- 
"11-, "as soon as . . . ." (Kittel: 

"Sobald er die kinigliche Gewalt fest in Handen hatte); Ps. 51:2. 
161. Temporal "~ may, of course, also appear with the 

imperfect, though the instances are comparatively rare. Examples: 
Gen. 27:40,. . . . " h1)m 1SA T In- MlM1, "and it shall 

7T. .• -pT•-T 
I 

come to pass, when" (text doubtful; cf. SBOT); Gen. 40:14, 

.b5MM'" 
& 

;.? 

-t 

r".?_T"C. 

't , "when it shall be well with 
thee" (for first part of verse, see Driver, Tenses, ? 120d); Exod. 

ST 

T T 
T 

T 'T TT 

p• "•M 1, "and it came to pass, whenever he [Moses] lifted up 
his hand Israel prevailed"; " •t: 

here indicates repeated action in 
the past (LXX: 6rav 'r^pe); Ezek. 35: 11, 

I..sn 

?x I 
•b~t "••.tl, "I will make myself known among them, when I shall judge thee"; 

Hos. 7:12, 
"•'~- 

' i=~"b;t 1' l 
b*., 

"when they shall go, 
I shall spread my net upon them"; Koh. 4:17, 

"'I__ 
`5;- 

_ -. B'5R 
i'••.. •.., 

"guard thy foot, when thou goest to the 
house of God"; Koh. 5:3, 

tlZ.J rI 
. . . . 

-"'1] 
bN n " 

., "when thou vowest a vow, do not defer its fulfilment"; Ezek. 

37:18, "1' .... . . '"" "IN~, "when they say . . . . say unto 
them." 
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I1-tn in Causal Sentences 

162. A 
"ItH.-clause 

may stand in such relation to the main 
clause as to indicate a ground or reason. Examples: Num. 27:14, 
"Thou shalt be gathered to thy people as Aaron thy brother was 

gathered [vs. 13] ["~I S 'r 

1. 
? gnZ], because ye rebelled against 

my word"; the punishment is represented as commensurate with the 

rebellion; such, at least, is the original idea (Vulg.: Quia; LXX: 

torL); Judg. 6:27, tYl1. .... '. 
r" - ' 

Nb. 
N'1r, "and it 

came to pass, because he feared . . . . by day, that he did it [by 
night]" (LXX: Ws kopf#30); I Sam. 8:6, "And it displeased Samuel 

[l.'16= 43 n], because they said [Give us a king]" (Vulg.: Eo quod 
dixissent; LXX: w d drav); I Sam. 28:18, 

... 
... 

'_ _. 
n~._", "because thou didst not obey . . . therefore . ."; 

the 
"'y 

plainly reveals the causal force of 
"~ 

l ; I Kings 3:6, 
"Thou hast shown great favor to David my father 

[.1 
"It 

T.:b], 
because he walked before thee in truth," etc. (LXX: KaO's 

&,XOev; 
Vulg.: sicut ambulativit); but mere comparison does not 

exhaust the sense; there is a distinct causal connotation; Kautzsch: 
"wie er denn auch" is good, making the causal relation less close 
and prominent than weil, "because"; II Kings 17:26, "Behold they 
are killing them [ . . . . 

~j.'-n 

x "•' ]'" 
. N. 

••]because 
they are not knowing the law," etc. (LXX: KaOb6rt; Vulg.: eo quod 
ignorent); Hag. 1:12, "And Zerubbabel . . . . obeyed the voice of 
Jahwe and the words of Haggai the prophet 

[M1••' 
o 5l 

"1N], because Jahwe had sent him" (LXX: KaOC7t; Vulg.: sicut); Ps. 56:7, 
"They mark my steps 

[".- . t1~.1-.l4], 

because they have waited 
for my soul" (R.V. [margin]: "inasmuch as"). 

163. 
"l ' 

is sometimes employed as a causal conjunction in the 
sense of "in that," "inasmuch as," "seeing that," "because," "in view 
of the fact that." Examples: Gen. 39:9, " He has not kept back from 
me anything except thee 

[ijjr.x. 
•i vd=], in that thou art his 

wife" (R.V.: "because"; LXX: bt r b ao ywvvatKa aiTroi Elta); Gen. 
39;23, "The prison-keeper looked not to anything that was in his 

charge [~ ~M1' '~~ 
'], 

in that Jahwe was with him" (R.V.: 
"because"); Koh. 7:2, "It is better to go to the house of mourning 
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than to the house of feasting [t~I'"? ?c 
. 

N?;i =•18], 
in that 

this is the end of all men" (R.V.: "for"; Kautzsch: denn; Delitzsch: 
sintemal; Siegfried: indem); Koh. 8:4, "Persist not in an evil 

thing, for he [the king] doth whatsoever he will [vs. 3] 
[168. 

~U.t •. "~_N], 

in that the king's word hath power" (R.V.: 
"for") ;1 Koh. 8: 17, ?"Z 

bt. 
[=Aramaic 

IT.S'], 

"because of 
the fact that," "because." 

164. 
"V 

j y, properly "on the ground that," "on the basis of 
the fact that," is employed to introduce subordinate clauses expressing 
the cause or motive of the main action. Examples: Exod. 32:35, 
"And Jahwe smote the people [@r i tR 

.7 "jN bY], because 

they had made the calf"; Num. 20: 24, "He [Aaron] shall not enter 
into the land . . . . ['D"'S 

tn7'.•"wi- 
by'], because ye rebelled 

against my command"; Deut. 29: 24, "Men shall say [%?-T 
- 

ij _ 

mrl;i 'r1i_ ..... M•" 
. 

n 
,r•."], 

because they forsook the 

covenant of Jahwe .... therefore the anger of Jahwe was kindled"; 
Deut. 32:51, "Be gathered unto thy people as Aaron . ... [vs. 50] 
['nnp . it . . ... . 

~ 
.. • 7i]"x Yi], because ye tres- 

passed against me . . . . because ye did not sanctify me"; I Sam. 

24:6, "The heart of David smote him [7' nN nl- t ? ], 
because he had cut off the skirt [of Saul]"; II Sam. 3:30, "Joab 
and Abishai slew Abner [~f M N n~ 'Iti b ~ 

" ], because he 
had killed Asahel"; II Sam. 6:8, " " 

7I I~D 7R •j 11? 
" 

""', "because Jahwe had broken forth upon Uzzah"; II Sam. 8:10, 
"And Toi sent Joram unto king David to salute him . 

[_~.IVI 

9 =1'0) 
~• •jb 

.], because he had fought against Hadad- 
ezer"; II Sam. 12:6, "And the lamb he shall restore fourfold 

?2• 
OVN 
" 

5 - lo 
'7 ". 

1'-], because he 
did this thing and because he had no pity"; the interchange here 
between i~ ZP. and "I t Y shows that both conjunctions 
have practically the same meaning, though the original conceptions 
are different (see under 

I. 

t P2); II Sam. 21: 1, "Upon Saul 

[rests] blood guiltiness 

[.'F~.2.'n 

h 
••.•"• 

•], because 
-1 1 M• d in Jonah 1:8 ="because of whom," cuius causa, and is patterned after 

the model of the Aramaicized form 

•. 

in vs. 7. Cf. also vs. 12, , "because of 
me," "on my account," mea causa. 
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he slew the Gibeonites"; I Kings 9:9, "And they shall say . 

[Ni. 'P_ 
.;.. . M1 I " 'l ','0 - ], because they forsook 

Jahwe . . . . therefore he brought this evil upon them"; I Kings 
16:7, "The word of Jahwe came against Baasha . . . . [. " .g 
inh M ], because he smote him." The remaining passages are 
the following: II Kings 18:12; 22:13; Jer. 16:11; 22:9; Ezek. 

23:30; 35:15; 39:23; Ps. 119:49; Job 32:3; Esther 1:15; 8:7; 
I Chron. 13:10; 18:10; II Chron. 7:22; 34:21. In II Chron. 
34:25 ?'l n TN is employed in exactly the same sense as '7 v ' 

in similar passages: "I am about to bring evil upon this place . 

['_1=71 N 
nr_], 

because they have forsaken me." In Jer. 15:4 
the i~? following 1Y has pronominal force: "I will make them a 
consternation to all kingdoms of the earth because of Manasseh 

[0a.5 
~ 

..1 
•M "• b;], because of what he did in Jerusalem." 

165. Sometimes N is dispensed with, 
_ 

alone having the 
force of a conjunction; cf. Gen. 31:20; Ps. 119:136; Ezra 3:11; 
II Chron. 29:36.1 

166. In two instances b; is used concessively; cf. Isa. 53:9, 
1.e vY"'7 ? 

_, 
"although [notwithstanding the fact that] he had 

done no violence"; Job 16:17, "' C•'-•9b 
$, "although no 

violence is in my hands." For a similar concessive use of the prepo- 
sitional •' cf. Job 10:7, 

I~•?l' 
, "despite thy knowing that," 

etc.; i.e., "although thou knowest"; Job 34:6, 
*T. 

'tt-A'53, 
"Notwithstanding my right I am accounted a liar." 

167. '1~ 1•I 
b; signifies properly "because of the matter2 

that." In the actual usus loquendi the "Vi has become so colorless 
as to make the expression practically equivalent to 

'1•N 
5_; 

cf. 
Deut. 22:24, "Ye shall stone them . . . . the damsel 

[nt.N "_•-'_ 
.... 

V3 
".I" V3z.5'~ 

- l r . . 

.. 
.b'*, because she 

cried not . . . . and the man because he humbled [forced] [the 
wife of his neighbor]"; Deut. 23:5, "An Ammonite or a Moabite 

1 The first three passages are overlooked by Budie, Die hebr. Prdposition , p. 68. 

2For this use of . cf. Gen. 12:17, "i ~ ~-; 20:11, ; 2 
-1 43:18, '"I ; Exod. 8:8, etc. The '1-clause, it 

will be seen, simply depends, as a single idea, on the construct ' 
. 
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shall not enter into the assembly of Jahwe . . . . [vs. 4] 

['1_?rb C~=n 
.Np. 

Mb 
"•], 

because they met you not [with bread and 
with water]," etc.; II Sam. 13:22, "For Absalom hated Ammon 

[1~3 
n" 

"Q 
_'N], 

because he had forced [his sister Tamar]." 

168. ?'tA is a plurale tantum in the sense of "circumstance," 
"reason," "occasion," though occurring nowhere alone, but always in 

conjunction with ?7. Cf. Gen. 21:11, 
.:5 

?'7 k , "on account of 
his son"; Gen. 21:25, PM'T 

"•2. 

ml 

'l_- 

, "on account [because] 
of the well of water" (Vulg.: propter puteum aquae); Gen. 26:32, 
"They made known unto him 

['n..i 
in'k-'] 

concerning [the 
matter of] the well"; Exod. 18:8, "And Moses related unto his 
father-in-law all that Jahwe had done .... [.• . i ~~ 

• ], on 
account of [for the sake of] Israel"; Num. 12:1; 13:21, etc. 

169. As a conjunction ~~ 
Y_ 

does not occur; nor does 

b_ 'U1 t'l* , though Wynkoop enumerates this combination among 
the causal conjunctions (Syntax, p. 106). The only compound 
in which Z•'l appears as an element is 

"l 
tN li- •y, 

which 
introduces an emphatic causal sentence. The exact force is, accbrd- 

ing to Ges., Thes., has ipsas ob causas quod, "for the very reason 

that," "eben deshalb weil"; cf. Jer. 3:8, i7-•lr •'3-P"b NX•WN 
•'• • .... . s • t I t112 M, ,"And I saw 

"T 

T T T T 

t-:* that-for the very reason that backsliding Israel had committed 

adultery, I put her away and gave her a bill of divorcement-Judah 
did not fear," etc. For the construction of the entire verse cf. 

K-nig, III, 414a, 360b, and Keil, Comm. on Jer. 

170. 'S 
_Y, 

lit., "according to the command, or mouth" (cf. 
Gen. 45:21, 

1^. 
"~'I 

_ 

, "according to the command of Pharaoh"; 
Exod. 17:1, I1' "s' 

y_), 

is frequently employed in the sense of 

"according to the measure of," "in proportion to," "in conformity 
with"; cf. Lev. 27:18, 

='II. 
"P5Yb, "in proportion to the years," 

"according to the years" (R.V.) (Vulg.: juxta); Exod. 34:27, 

W=9 - 
0'" 

.•' 
"'•t'y " fo, "for after the tenor [R.V.] of these 

words [I have made a covenant]." The conjunction occurs but once. 
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Cf. Lev. 27:8, 
"m1N 

1_ 

St' 

l.,_ 
""o-~', lit., "according to the 

measure of what his hand can reach," i.e., "according as he may 
be able." 

171. This compound occurs once: Mal. 2:9, "I have made you 
despised and abased [t =7~" 1 4"' N "S ~] according as 

ye have not kept my ways" (R.V.). But doubtless the idea of 
cause predominates over that of comparison, notwithstanding the 
outward form "IN 

"•' 
seems to have here essentially the same 

sense as causal "I' T already discussed. Kautzsch: "Weil ihr 

ja," etc. 
172. "' is found alone in Zech. 2:4, "These are the horns 

which have scattered Israel [IflI tktA ? 

. 
%"N "], according to 

a degree [that] none lifted up his head." The sense is consecutive. 
Wellhausen and Nowack read "fl instead of %N and make Judah 
the subject of Xr: . 

173. 1 " is more limited in its use than Z 
b_. 

As a 

rule, it is not used merely to introduce a cause as such, or to furnish 
an explanation of some state or condition. This is the proper func- 
tion of 

" 8 
b_. 

As will be seen from the examples to follow, 

"1~8 
_•" 

denotes generally cause and motive, and hence presup- 
poses a conscious personal agent (generally the Deity) in the main 
clause. It is used almost without exception in divine promises or 
threats. Naturally, therefore, the action of the principal sentence 
will be in the future. Though this distinction between the two 

conjunctions is not maintained throughout, it is nevertheless suffi- 

ciently marked to arrest the attention and deserve notice. Further 
details and exceptions will appear in the examples. Examples: 
Gen. 22:16, "By myself have I sworn that [41] [•n•t; •It • 
1I-dIm 

.zm"'n 
. . . . 

'-T. 
i '•] because thou hast done this 

thing . . . . I will bless thee" (the resumption of gives special 
emphasis to the main clause) (LXX: oi E'EVKEV ~i oroaas; Vulg.: 
Quia). There can be no doubt that 

"tb 17 here expresses more 
than simply the notion of cause. It is more significant than 

N t0 0. It *indicates the motive of the main action besides 
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representing the latter, i.e., the promise of Jahwe, as a corresponding 
recompense for Abraham's obedience. The thought of the writer 
would be, perhaps, most accurately expressed by rendering, "Answer- 

ing [corresponding] to the fact that thou hast . . . . I will surely 
bless thee," though we can no longer tell just to what extent the 

original idea prevailed. Cf. also Deut. 1:36, "To him [Caleb] will 
I give the land that he hath trodden upon . . . . [ . 

"Z. 
n'" 

"'_"], 
because he hath wholly followed Jahwe" (LXX: &' 

r~' rpoUKEUYaO•l aVi6v . . . . ; Vulg.: Quia secutus est) (the same, 
but with perfect in the main clause, because denoting the fulfilment 
of the promise, Josh. 14:14, " . . . . 7` zn-1-'- 7 'Y 

1~~16 r rb =?,Vt , "Therefore Hebron became the inheritance 
of Caleb . ... because he wholly followed Jahwe"); I Kings 3:11; 
II Kings 10:30, "And Jahwe said to Jehu [. ... . _"tt ~K, 

" 

.1d' tr.z . 
":M], because thou hast done well . ... thy sons 

of the fourth generation shall sit on the throne of Israel" (LXX: 

avO' 'v); Jer. 35:18, "Thus says Jahwe [jip .... ~D-',: 
?•.v.i ti' 

•• 
. . .], 

because ye have obeyed the commandments of 
Jonadab . . . . therefore . ... shall not be cut off," etc. (LXX: 

'ETrebl•); II Chron. 1:11, "And God said unto Solomon [?1= 9 

].r 
. ... MOMM .Z... Tv 7 T M ], because this 

was in thy heart . . . . wisdom and knowledge is given unto thee." 
It will be seen that 

"1 7" in all the above examples is used in 
connection with promises. Similarly, when the main clause con- 
tains a threat; cf. Judg. 2:20, 

"r~.n-M -•.? .''i 
l~~ "i 

'~ 

j 
.i C0.5? .•"-PW= 

(vs. 21) . . . ., "Because this nation has 

transgressed my covenant .. . . I also will not henceforth drive 
out . . ."; I Sam. 30:22, "And they said 

[-T.'&-b 
"t 

7" 
tnb 

i.n 
9b 

"-], 

because they went not with me, we will not 

give them [of the spoil]"; I Kings 11:11, "And Jahwe said unto 
Solomon 

[.Yi 

? 
w . . 

... .•. 

T n rron 
"in 

t 
], 

because this 
is with thee . ... I will rend the kingdom from thee"; I Kings 
11:33, "Behold I am about to rend the kingdom from Solomon 

[vs. 31-vs. 32 is parentheticall] ['•'1•2 •• 1], because they have 
forsaken me"; I Kings 14:7, 

r."0 

.1 9.rl " 
_ir 

'"i6.1•. 

") [vs. 10] . . . . 
'• "• , 

"because I have exalted 
thee . . . . and thou hast not been like my servant David . . 
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therefore I am about to bring [evil]"; I Kings 14: 15; 16:2, 

.* ... .., ."because 

.. I 
am about to sweep away"; I Kings 20:28, 36; II Kings 1:16, 
"Thus says Jahwe [ Tl- "' .5 .... ._ 1 

'?• 
.i-], 

Because 
thou hast sent [messengers to inquire of Baal-zebub] . . . . thou 
shalt not come down from it" (i.e., "the bed of sickness"); II Kings 

1 
0N=,: "because Manasseh has done these abominations . 

therefore, behold I am about to bring evil"; II Kings 21:15, "I 
will cast off the remnant of mine inheritance [vs. 14] .... [.~ .~~ i 

-_r'n 
itP], because they have done evil"; the main clause con- 

taining the threat here has the perfect 17Vit: . 
. . 

. . hi which 
is the prophetic perfect indicating an unalterable resolution; Jer. 
19:4, 1'= .... • 

7 ~ "because they have 
forsaken me . . . . therefore, behold, the days [are coming]"; Jer. 
25:8, M "'M 

-•n 
"IWm n N 7i? ~,bV "because ye have 

not obeyed my words, behold, I am about to send ... ."; Jer. 29:23, 

TT: T 
: . . . 

.. "behold, I am about to deliver them into the hand of Nebuchad- 
rezzar . ... because they have wrought folly in Israel"; Jer. 29:25 
(text may be faulty); Jer. 29:31, "Thus says Jahwe 

[N.. 
'TIi 

.....-. 
. . . ], because Shemaiah has prophesied 

unto you . . . . therefore thus says Jahwe, Behold I am about to 
punish"; Ezek. 12:12, Mwlb t"9 J _ 

' lt" 1"M; the text 
here does not yield a suitable sense (cf. Kraetzschmar, who reads 
according to the LXX j No' lN" " 

kl 
92, 

"damit er nicht 
mit Augen gesehen werde"; Keil retains %N j?", but gives it a 
telic sense, which it never has; cf. also Toy, SBOT); Ezek. 16:43, 

"because thou hast not remembered the days of thy youth .... .I 
also, behold, will bring [thy way upon thy head]"; Ezek. 31:10, 

fi.•nR1 
.... Owl=~Ivb ~ 

," 
"because thou art exalted in stature 

I will deliver him"; Ezek. 44:12 . . . . 

... 'Z~i i-, "because they ministered unto them . 
therefore I lifted up my hand against them ... ."; Ps. 109:16, 
"that he may cut off their memory [T'IC' •1 

. i~_], 

because he 
remembered not [to show kindness]." 
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174. There is one instance in which the subordinate clause does 
not refer to any human action, but to a divine resolve: Ezek. 21:9, 
="01 , p. 

.... " "because I will cut off 

[perfect of prophetic certitude] from thee the righteous and the 
wicked . . . . therefore my sword shall go forth"; R.V.: "seeing 
that"; the Vulg. has pro eo quod, which probably means here "con- 

formably to the fact that." In German I should render "dement- 

sprechend, dass." 
175. Finally, another passage deserves special mention: I Kings 

8: 18, " . . . . vM ~1 . 

-"It 

is logically im- 

possible in this verse to take 1" '17', as is generally done, in 
a causal sense. The main clause is not the result or effect of the 

"'t 
N_7-clause, 

but merely pronounces a judgment on it. We 
cannot render, "Whereas it was in thy heart" (R.V.). The only 
tolerable sense is secured by rendering "As regarding the fact that 

.... you have done well." This was felt by the Vulg., which, though 
generally using eo, quod, or quia, here translates quod cogitasti . 
bene fecisti. For an analogous usage cf. the Greek v'EKa, which, 
though ordinarily employed in the sense of "because of," "on account 

of," has, besides, the meaning "as regards," "with respect to." It 
is to be noted also that in the verse in question the. main clause 
has the perfect, the tense of completed action, while ordinarily the 

principal sentence has the imperfect or its equivalent. 
176. As to the external form of these periods, it is to be remarked 

that the subordinate clause introduced by 
"Zt iIT" ordinarily pre- 

cedes the main clause. As a matter of fact, out of thirty examples 
there are only seven in which the secondary clause follows the 

primary. It is just the reverse in case of 'i~ 

t~_ 

. Out of twenty- 
five examples, there are only three in which the subordinate clause 

precedes. This is due to the fact that VItt tb is, as a rule, em- 

ployed in calmer discourse and states the cause objectively, while 
'11? "7 is used almost exclusively in the more emotional language 
of threats and promises, and hence, for sake of greater emphasis and 

effect, seeks its position at the beginning of the period. The dis- 
tinction is, however, as remarked above, not absolute, as a com- 

parison between the two sets of clauses will show. 
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177. As to the form of the main clause, IN t 

__ 
preceding, I 

have noted the following phenomena: The main clause is intro- 
duced: (a) by P5 and the imperfect; cf. II Kings 1:16, 

... 
P 

.. 
A; Jer. 35:19, I~'Z 1"Ab ; Ezek. 21:9, 

.. 
";b; (b) by 

0t'o "Ib with the participle; cf. I Kings 14:10, 
W.Ml: I=• 

I ; 

II Kings 21:12, ~ 

•M.2. 'I. 
n ; Jer. 19:6, t 

I. i.': 
11 d ; Jer. 29:31; (c) by 

.2.M 
alone and the participle; cf. I Kings 16:3, 

'1.W= . 
M; I Kings 20:36, 

. 
1 W1O; Jer. 25:8, 

_ 
I "!;; 

(d) by MIM and the perfect (prophetic certainty); cf. I Kings 
3:11, " tV1*71'sl; (e) by tD and the imperfect; cf. Judg. 2:20, 

;.'64 
" b 

"t. tO.; 
compare with this (f) Wi 

. 

: 

_ 

1 with the 

perfect, Ezek. 16:43, 
'.-_M 

.... . il . 

%. 
t2=1; the use of 

t_ 
in- 

dicates the idea of correspondence between the sin and the threat: 

"Corresponding with what you have done, so I on my part," etc.; 
(g) by 

•n-mY 
with perfect; cf. Ezek. 44:12, 

-.rTf 
j't:; 

(h) by 
1 and the perfect; cf. I Kings 20:28, "7"' . . . . 

'.•'1; 
(i) by 

and the imperfect; cf. Ezek. 31:10, 
.j1nt. 178. Sometimes there is no introductory particle of any kind; 

cf. I Sam. 30:22; I Kings 11:11; II Chron. 1:11; II Kings 10:30; 
I Kings 8:18; II Chron. 6:8. In a single instance -Z jb is em- 

ployed at the beginning of the main clause, the subordinate following; 
cf. Josh. 14:14, above. 

179. For the sake of comparison it may be added here that in the 
three cases in which IN 

b• precedes the primary sentence the 
latter is introduced by in Deut. 29:27, ~il . ... . 

_; by 1 and the perfect, Jer. 16:13, 

"'.lbh 
; by 

?'Y_, 

I Kings 9:9. 
180. Instead of 

"~? 
Z1 

_, 1_• 

alone is frequently used; cf. 
Num. 20:12, "And Jahwe said unto Moses and Aaron [' " 

". =tM.•.l.], 
because you did not believe in me"; I Sam. 15:23, 

Mi'"1_' 
"•_n 

' •' 
j_•, 

"because thou hast rejected the word 
of Jahwe"; I Kings 14:13; Isa. 61:1; 65:12. 

181. This combination is of rare occurrence. The original idea 
is that of consequence. "In consequence of the fact that" is the 

primary meaning. The action of the main clause is represented 
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as following, so to speak, on the heels of the subordinate action. 

By this it is not meant that the underlying figure was consciously 
perceived in the usus loquendi. In the few passages in which it occurs 

l I~8 
. 

could easily be replaced by 'I~ i' oi 
"N 

_ 
V, inter- 

changing in fact with the latter in one case. Examples: Gen. 22:18, 
"In thy seed shall all the nations of the earth be blessed [1 N 

.~3 ti o 

4.7•], 

because [in consequence of, as a return or reward for] 
thou hast hearkened unto my voice" (LXX: TiO' Jw [usually also 
employed in rendering ' 

'_i]; 
Vulg.: quia); Gen. 26:5 (almost 

identical with previous example); II Sam. 12:6, "The lamb he 

shall restore fourfold . . . . [I b~1. ... . ot; N 2P], 
because he has done this thing and because he showed no mercy." 
The change in the conjunction has already been referred to. It may 
be remarked that the subordinate clause always follows the primary 
sentence. 

182. As in the case of other compounds, •IN may also here be 

dispensed with; cf. Num. 14:24, 
I. 

MR M~b 
.'111 

2:), 
"because another spirit was with him"; Deut. 7:12, 

3.3• rp , 
"because ye have hearkened"; Deut. 8:20. 

183. This conjunction really means "instead of the fact that," 
anstatt dass. From this root meaning it has developed into a causal 

conjunction, corresponding in its usage quite closely with ' 8 
_. In two passages, however, it accords best with the sense to retain 

the original meaning; cf. Deut. 28:62, "Ye shall be left few in 
number ["'M- CPn) ••r ], instead of your having been 

[instead of the fact that you were] like the stars [of heaven]" (R.V.: 
"whereas"). The Vulg. felt the inappropriateness of a causal con- 

struction, and hence renders Remanebitis pauci numero, qui prius 
eratis sicut astra caeli; correctly Kautzsch: "Statt dass ihr vorher 

. gleichkamt"; Luther, following Jerome: "die ihr vorher 

. gewesen seid." Cf. also Ezek. 36:34, "And the land that was 
desolate shall be tilled 

[M-t1 
M'M 1 

1•ri], 
instead of it 

having been desolate"; Kautzsch: "Anstatt dass es bisher wiiste 
lag"; Vulg., again omitting r.ni: 

terra deserta fuerit exculta, quae 
quondam erat desolata. 
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184. The other passages that occur are the following: Num. 25: 

13, "And it shall be unto him the covenant of an everlasting priest- 
hood 

[•'li VI "-l 
t r ], because he was jealous for his 

God" (perhaps there is latent the notion of in reward or return for, 
etc.); Deut. 21:14, "Thou shalt not deal with her as with a slave 

[s'i-.Y 
wNt? hi], because thou hast forced her"; Deut. 22:29, 

"And she shall be his wife [1.Y 7 t 

H11M_], 

because he has forced 

her"; Deut. 28:47, "And they shall be upon thee for a sign and a 
wonder 

[~'W_ 

9b 'I 

. _. 
], because thou didst not serve Jahwe 

thy God"; I Sam. 26:21, "I shall do thee evil no more [rli 

e.'•_r 

"r 'IN], because [in return for] my soul was precious [in 
thy sight]"; II Kings 22:17, 

1''- 
. . . . nn, 

"because they have forsaken me, therefore my wrath shall be 
kindled (cf. similar passages under "1) 

i_); 

Isa. 53:12, "There- 
fore [ 1h] will I divide him a portion with the great . . . . [n_ _ 

Sf'IT•N], 
because he poured out his soul unto death; note the 

emphatic j~, which is unusual if the main clause precedes, though 
quite common when the natural order is reversed (see the examples 
under it 

•'1"); 
Jer. 29:19, "I shall pursue them . . . . [vs. 18] 

[-~P0 
9? I N MrF], because they have not obeyed my words"; 

Jer. 50:7, "All those that found them devoured them . . . . [ri 

? 
•- '1?N], because they sinned against Jahwe"; II Chron. 21:12, 
E M 

".b 
d 

rt,_ _, 

"because thou didst not walk . . . . behold 
Jahwe is about to smite" 

(7. 
. ... .1. ); exactly parallel to many 

passages with 'It 
__; 

the usual order is here reversed for sake 
of emphasis; II Chron. 34:25, 

~_M 
. . . . 

•.•-%1=7 
" rr, 

"because they have forsaken me, therefore shall my wrath be.poured 
out .... 

185. It will be noticed that the subordinate clause generally 
follows the main sentence. In only three instances it precedes, 
viz., II Kings 22:17; II Chron. 21:12; 34:25, and in each case the 
main clause contains a threat; cf. remarks on 

"V 
M_. 186. As for the tense of the principal sentence, it is usually the 

simple imperfect. Once the perfect with 1, II Kings 22:17, not, 
however, to denote completed action, but fixed purpose. Similarly, 
there is one instance of - with the imperfect, II Chron. 34:25; also 
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of 'M' with the participle, II Chron. 21:12. These three passages 
(referred to above) present a divergence from the ordinary structure, 
due to the reversed order. In one case, however, the main clause 
contains a perfect of completed action, viz., Jer. 50:7, "All those 
that found them devoured them 

[016.], 

because they sinned." 
This is the only case where the main clause looks back to the past 
instead of forward to the future. 

187. Contrary to the general rule, 0i71 alone is never used as a 

.conjunction. 

188. 
'••t) 

" 

_ 
signifies properly "after the fact that." But it 

is not, in every instance, a purely temporal conjunction. In most 

cases, in fact, it has a distinct causal connotation, and is equivalent 
to "since," which, like the Hebrew conjunction, expresses both time 
and cause. 

189. Examples of strictly temporal use: Josh. 9:16, "And it 
came to pass at the end of three days [M•l -•n='"N , r 
11'I], after they had made a covenant with them 

[-~1~'V 
] 

that they heard"; Josh. 23:1, "And it came to pass in course of 
time [i1' I" ' nM" n 

. 
], after Jahwe had given rest unto 

Israel . . . . [,~.], that Joshua called," etc. (LXX: p~e Trb 

KaGTaraUGat; Vulg.: postquam pacem dederat); Josh. 24:20, "He 

[Jahwe] will turn and do you evil .... [1'U'Wi")8 
'"_.], 

after 
he has done you good." In this case, the tense is equivalent to a 
future perfect; cf. Vulg.: postquam vobis praestiterit bona. 

190. In the following examples there is a causal nuance, so distinct 
in a few cases that after will not convey the sense.' Josh. 7:8, "0 

Lord, what shall I say [7 . ' . . ~ ] after Israel has 
turned the neck?" ("since" could very properly be substituted 
for "after") (LXX: ~wr /lerf0ak;XEf; Vulg.: quid dicam videns [avoid- 
ing literality in the interest of clearness]); Judg. 11:36, "Do unto 
me according to what has proceeded from thy mouth . . . . [ 
ft;Y ?Zi], since Jahwe has wrought [vengeance for thee]" (R.V.: 

"forasmuch as"; LXX: Ty r~ roocaa aoL 
KpLOV• 

CEK7Lc-V; 
Vulg.: concessa tibi ultione [ablative absolute expressing reason]); 

1 Konig, III, 387a; Davidson, Syntax, 145b, classify these as simply temporal 
sentences. 
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Judg. 19:23, "Do not act wickedly, I pray [~t ~ l_"t n_ 
j_ 

T;I_], 
since this man [has come into my house]" (R V.: "seeing 

that"; LXX, strangely enough: / er& ro 'eiQTeXOey; Vulg.: quia 
ingressus est); II Sam. 19:30, "Let him take all . . . . [' 

. b"tId], since [my lord, the king] has returned [in safety to his 
house]" (R.V.: "forasmuch as"; LXX: gerad ro 

rapayev•,EC0at; 
Vulg.: postquam reversus est); both versions are here palpably incon- 
sistent as compared with the rendering of similar examples; Deut. 

24:4, "He may not take her again 
[MW=t, 

'")V nt 
_] 

after she 
has been defiled" (LXX: era r6 o' 

p•avOwiat; Vulg.: quia polluta est). 
191. Instead of 

"t 
"_Ii, 

" I1~ 
N•N 

occurs in Ezek. 40:1, 
. . . . In the fourteenth year . . . . 

[iT~.' " 
0 "R ], after the 

city was smitten." 
192. Both 

""_M 

and 
"I may dispense with 

"Zt; cf. Lev. 
25:48, 

"•..• 
I 
_•, 

"after he has been sold"; I Sam. 5:9, ~iN 
inP 

~.~'i, 
"after they had carried it about"; Jer. 41:16, '1 ' 

_, 
"after he had smitten"; Job 42:7, 

,1MI' 
') " 1 , "after Jahwe 

had spoken." 
193. Unusual forms: In Josh. 2:7 we find the strange com- 

bination 
'1&.• 

~~T" . It seems highly improbable that this is 
original. The remark of Steuernagel, "wohl Verschmelzung der 

Lesarten ?Z $ und 'I ~"nI ," gives, perhaps, the true explana- 
tion, unless "'i•ri be taken as an adverb (cf. "IMN, which occurs as 
such). In this case, we could render "afterwards," "when." Cf. 
Gen. 6:4, . . . . .OMM VMA 1-t4Z" '%t 0"177bt ,"and also 
afterwards when [ever] the sons of God came." Skinner suggests 
the excision of . . . . .1, and the union of 

"~iN 
with the 

preceding =I' 

l'-'._ 

So also Gunkel: "das . den Zusam- 
menhang st6rende hernachmals ist wohl Zusatz eines fingstlichen 
Lesers," etc. Delitzsch retains: "und auch nachher, da sich 
gesellten (atque etiam postea quam)." But whatever be done with 
the text, there is no close connection between ItR and the pre- 
ceding 

1'?X_. 
"•? 

is here used independently in the sense of 
"when." 

194. 
I•b " 

1 with the imperfect: '1 
"1_.7 

with the imperfect 
denotes a point of time in the future at which the action of the main 
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clause terminates. Since the latter itself usually appears in the 

future, the imperfect of the subordinate is, in effect, a future perfect. 
This use of the imperfect is denied by some grammarians (Boettcher, 
II, 949c: "Fiens kein fut. exact"), while others admit it (cf. Gesenius- 

Kautzsch, 1071; K6nig, III, 387a). The LXX rendering of these 
clauses is either os with the aorist infinitive or more frequently Cos 
tv, 0W"s o with the subjunctive aorist, which, as is well known, is often 
equivalent to the Latin future perfect. The English idiom disregard- 
ing, as it often does, the exact specification of the time relation between 
two actions of the future, the future perfect force of the Hebrew 

imperfect is not always apparent in translation. In the sentence 
"Wait until I return," the present "I return" =" I shall have 
returned." Similarly in German: "Warte bis ich zuriickkehre." 
Nor is it necessary to suppose that the Hebrew imperfect in the 
clauses to follow was distinctly felt as a future perfect. Logically, 
however, it is such. 

195. Examples: Gen. 27:44, " Thou shalt remain with him [17 

.... 
jl"'N ], until [thy brother's wrath] turn away" (LXX: 

ews T70O eroTrp la/); Gen. 29:8, "We cannot 
[-. 

: Tb] 
[. ••' 

.. "t], 
until all the flocks be gathered"; Gen. 33:14, "1 will lead on gently 

[Rl "Z 
N 

I_], 

until I come to Seir"; Exod. 23:30, "Little by 
little will I drive them out 

[M.•.1 
1?t 

"t] 
until thou be increased" 

(LXX: •sw a&, ab•t•,s); 
Exod. 24:14, "Remain here 

[. 
wI3 N 

1• 
' 

Oktl'] until we return to you" (LXX: iews a'v da'arpf/wuE); Lev. 

22:4, "He shall not eat of the holy things [ '" "?b -'], until he 
be clean" (LXX: e'ws & i' KaaptarO); Num. 11:20, "For a month of 

days [shall ye eat it] [S~ 
. 

N "''1 17I], until it come out of 

your nostrils" (LXX: ews a ih0 XA7); Num. 20:17, "We shall not 
turn to the right or to the left [ 

C2~_~ 
1• ], until we have passed 

[thy border]" (cf. 21:22); Deut. 3:20, "Your wives . . . shall 
remain [717: 

' V 

"i_], 

until Jahwe give rest [unto your brethren]"; 
Josh. 1:15, "Ye shall pass over armed [1'7": "?b t7] until Jahwe 
have given [R.V.] [your brethren rest]"; I Sam. 22:3, "Let my 
father and mother go out with you [~; 7 t 1], until I know 
[what God will do for me]"; Mic. 7:9, "I will bear the indignation 
of Jahwe [="I" '"IN 

7Y_], 
until he pleads [my cause]"; Ruth 1:13, 

"Would you tarry 
[i.* "1 

7 "7'], until they were grown ?"; Ruth "Would-yo r- [1 Y 
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3:18, "Sit still, my daughter 
[•.•.~.1 

' 

~t. 
1 9], until thou know"; 

Eccles. 12:1, "Remember thy creator in the days of thy youth 
[1-9= 9t z11t "i], until the evil days are not [yet] come" (= 
"before the evil days come") (so also 12:2, 6); Neh. 2:7, "That 

they [the prefects] permit me to pass through [X•?= "1? 
t'V_], 

until 
I come to Judah"; Neh. 4:5, "They shall not know and not see 

[RO 1%6N 

iV_], 

until we come [in the midst of them] "; I Chron. 19:5, 
"Remain in Jericho [r2 

8 'l ? N 
'7• ] until [your beards] be grown." 

196. In one instance the perfect is found after 

'11_ 
iV, though 

the time-relation between the main and subordinate clauses is the 
same as in the above examples: II Sam. 17:13, "We will draw it 
into the river [N=tA = 

"•5_R "_] 

until there be not [even a stone] 
found [there]." The perfect gives the thought greater emphasis. 
Similarly, the- perfect is found in other compounds than '1 

Ib_. So after 
b. 

1'7; cf. Gen. 24:19, "I shall draw for thy camels also 

[..'..R 
1], until they have done drinking" (LXX: ws l~v rLwat 

[as in similar examples with the Hebrew imperfect]). So also after 

.N 
'"R "I : 

Gen. 28:15, "I shall not forsake thee ["=b 
" "1 
- 

S..35], 

until I have done that which I said" (LXX: i Es roir toLTat 

p•; Vulg.: nisi complevero); Num. 32:17, "We ourselves will be 

ready armed to go before them 
[]k•'1'D• 

~ ~ I '], until we 
have brought them to their place"; Isa. 6:11, "And I asked, How 

long? and he said 

[.N•'.UN 
'1?N '1], until the cities be waste 

without an inhabitant." 
197. Occasionally the ' 1N 1-clause with the imperfect has a 

final nuance: Jonah 4:5, "He sat under it in the shade 
['1• 

N I 

,Ml•], 
till he might-see [R.V.] [what would become of the city]"; 

it will be noticed that the governing clause here is in the past (Vulg.: 
donec videret; Kautzsch: "um abzuwarten, was mit der Stadt gesche- 
hen werde"); Eccles. 2:3, " How to lay hold on folly 

[,b 
"It~N 1 .], 

till I might see [R.V.] [what was good for the sons of men to do]." 

"_1 "; 
with the Perfect 

198. 
1•' 

I1T with the perfect generally denotes a point of time 
in the past at which the action of the main clause terminates: Since 
the latter is, in these cases, itself in the past, the perfect of the sub- 
ordinate clause is, in effect, a pluperfect. 
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199. Examples: Deut. 2:14, "The days in which we came from 
Kadesh-Barnea [l~ti7 ?•t "'], 

until we [had] crossed the brook 

Zared"; Josh. 3:17, "And the priests . . . . stood in the midst 
of the Jordan [1=1n 

' ? 7] until all the nation had completely 
passed over"; Josh. 8:26, "For Joshua drew not back his hand 

. . . . [D 'I; " 1'], until he had destroyed [devoted] all the 
inhabitants of Ai"; I Kings 10:7, "I did not believe the words 

[~'N''•1 1'], until I had come." Kautzsch renders here: "bis 

ich gekommen bin," as referring to an action completed in the 

present; Vulg.: donec ipsa veni. But since the conversation took 

place after the Queen of Sheba had witnessed all of Solomon's glory, 
the pluperfect may very well be employed.' Cf. II Chron. 9:6. 

Naturally, the LXX in these clauses employs the indicative, since the 
reference is to a definite past occurrence, e.g., Deut. 2:14, cws osi 

7rapX0o/ye,; 
Josh. 3:17, ws 0vZ'E'XE0E. 

200. Sometimes 
tj} •Y 

marks the climax or culmination of a 

certain condition or of a certain line of action rather than the tem- 

poral limit of the action of the main clause. In other words, it 

signifies "to the point or degree that" instead of "to the time that." 

Examples: I Kings 17:17, "His malady was very grievous 
['Zt i' 

M2 MInt ], until no [breath] was left in him" (R.V.: "His sick- 
ness was so sore that there was no breath left in him" [employing a 

simple consecutive clause]; Vulg.: ita ut non remaneret; Kautzsch: 
"so sehr, dass"); II Kings 17:20, "And Jahwe rejected all the seed 

of Israel and delivered them . . . . 

[t'5.~V 

1'I ], until he 

[definitely] cast them off" (indicating the culmination of the divine 

chastisements); II Kings 17:23, "And the Israelites walked in all the 
sins of Jeroboam . . . . they departed not from them [vs. 22] ['Y 
in 
~~"•'. 

"l ], until Jahwe removed [Israel from his sight] " (the 
final outcome of Israel's transgressions); II Kings 21:16, "Manas- 
seh shed innocent blood very much [N8 i I5 V 

"1], 
until he filled 

[Jerusalem from one end to another]"; Ezek. 34:21, "Because ye 
thrust with side and with shoulder 

[M0.?.tZa7 

It 
"], 

until ye 
have scattered [them abroad]" (describing the final results of their 
cruel treatment as a present condition); Ps. 112:8, "He shall not be 

1 What has been said with reference to the lax use of English tenses to designate 
relative time in the future applies also to relative time in the past. 
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afraid [i'~Y 
'. 

1 N 

7_], 

until he shall see [his desire] on his 
adversaries" (in which his security will triumphantly culminate). 

201. 
" 
)t ~b occurs also in nominal sentences; cf. Exod. 32:20, 

"and he ground it [the calf] 
[p•'•fl TY], until it was dust"; 

I Sam. 30:4, "They wept [CM i '1N 
•_-], 

until there was no 

power in them to weep." 
202. A very strange combination is 

77'_1'- 
1t in Josh. 

17:14, "And I am a great people" (circumstantial clause), 77 

" .w 
l sl` I~tN . If the text be retained the translation 

must run "to the degree that Jahwe has thus far [or simply 'thus'] 
blessed me." The sense is that the greatness is due to a peculiar 
blessing of Jahwe. But probably we are to read 

"~ • b : "I 
am a great people, because Jahwe has thus far blessed me"; LXX: 

Katl 6 O6s 
EbX6yta,' 

e (avoiding the difficulty altogether if the 
text was the same); so also Vulg.: et benedixerit mihi Dominus. 

203. It need hardly be added that instead of 

_'I. _72, 

the 

simple T~ performs the same function. Cf. Josh. 10:13, 
P'""_ 17r Ria , "until the people had taken vengeance against its 

enemies"; Ezek. 39:15, nk , "until they had buried 
him"; Job 32:11; II Chron. 29:34. 

204. 
"b i'712 signifies "to the intent that," "to the end 

that"; cf. the Arabic , intention, aim, purpose; cf. also Prov. 
16: 14, "Jahwe has made everything 

[V.MM_] 

for its own end," 
in which M177:, the original form of 

In_, 
appears in the same 

sense as in the compound conjunctional form. 
205. Examples: Gen. 18:19, "I have known him [?'I tbt 

1'': I ] to the end that he may command his children"; 
Lev. 17:5, "This is the thing which Jahwe has commanded . 
[vss. 2 ff.] 

[.R'.• 
"•? 

_•-], 

to the end that the Israelites bring 
[their sacrifices]"; Num. 17:4, "As a memorial to the Israelites 

[=_f1t' 

b 
"R 

_'_], 

to the end that no [stranger] . . . . should 
draw near"; Deut. 20:18, "You shall destroy them [vs. 17] [mi712 
=1-nN 

.18-b 
9bW iN], that they teach you not"; Deut. 27:3, 

"Thou shalt write upon them all the words of this law [' 

. 3_~D 
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=1], that thou mayest enter into the land"; Josh. 3:4, "Come not 
near to it [the ark] 

[Yrir. .ltJ_ -], 
that ye may know [the way]"; 

II Sam. 13:5, "Let her . . . . prepare food before my eyes 

[_2 
,IR "Z5t ], 

that I may see it"; Jer. 42:6, "We will obey the voice 
of Jahwe our God 

[1~*'• "Y ], that it may be well with us"; 
Ezek. 20:26, "And I polluted them in their own gifts .... [. 

• %V T t' 

. 
], to the end that they might know that I am Jahwe"; 

Ezek. 31: 14, "Upon his ruin all the birds of the heavens shall dwell 
. [vs. 13] 

[.~I 
~- ' %"- 7 ], to the end that [the trees] do 

not exalt themselves." 
206. The tense in these final sentences is, of course, always the 

imperfect. 
207. Simple 

"__- 

occurs with greater frequency than " ?Z 
'•k 

cf. K6nig, III, 396b, whose list, though purporting to be complete, 
omits three of the ~1 YiZ -passages, viz., Num. 17:5; Deut. 

20:18; Ezek. 31:14. 

Sporadic Cases of Compounds with 
"•j 

208. There is quite a number of instances in which 
"I1~ 

occurs 

sporadically (as a rule but once) in conjunction with various prepo- 
sitional forms. I shall gather these isolated cases into this final para- 
graph. '1IN'• 

occurs in Gen. 27: 10, "And thou shalt bring it 
to thy father [T;' 'I • 

•'•], 
that he may bless thee." This 

is a telic conjunction not essentially different in meaning from gi 
? . The etymological sense is, however, "for the gain of," 

"fiir den Ertrag von" (Kdnig, III, 396c). 
",'It 

alone occurs 

quite frequently both as a preposition ("for the sake of") and as a 

conjunction. ')1 2 occurs in Isa. 43:4, 
"_•. •_ 

" 2, "because [lit., "from the fact that"] thou art precious in my eyes"; 

cf. the not infrequent causal use of "/. Sometimes Num. 6: 11 is 
also regarded as exhibiting this use of )ltN2 : "And he [the priest] 
shall make atonement for him [ " t 

"], 
for that he 

has sinned" (R.V.); Vulg.: pro eo, quia peccavit. But it seems prefer- 

able to take 112 as a preposition and combine -J: with 
t1•, 

thus 
arriving at the following translation: "And he shall make atone- 
ment for him from what he has sinned." The sinner in question is 
to be cleansed from his ceremonial uncleanness; cf. Lev. 4:26, 
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"and the priest shall atone for him 

[nNt:f3i.] 
from his sin." There 

are two instances of 1"Tj ~N : Exod. 19:18, "And mount Sinai 
smoked . . . . [' • 

16? 2D], because of the fact that [Jahwe] 
had descended [upon it in fire]"; lit. "from before the fact that," 
an originally local conception developing into a causal one; cf. 
Assyr.: a i'tu pa-an sun.ki 

bu-bu-te a-na . . . . e-li-u-ni, 
"who because of want and hunger to .... had gone up" (Ashurnaz., 
II, 7). The second instance is Jer. 44:23, It 

.N 

%% 

S. 
. ' . 

, "because you have burned incense .... 
therefore [this great evil has happened unto you]." The compound 

"ni 1•2 
occurs in Esther 4:11. I should not have referred to it 

at all but for the fact that K6nig (III, 392e) translates ausser wenn, 
which is hardly correct. The passage runs: "And Esther gave him 
a message unto Mordecai: All the king's servants and the people 
of the king's provinces do know that whosoever, whether man or 

woman, shall come . . . . who is not called, there is one law for 
him . . . w" l : t'l t This 

plainly means "except," or "apart from him, to whom the king shall 
hold out his [golden] sceptre." The 1 retrospective decidedly 
favors this rendering. N l is not conjunctional, but pronominal. 

"8 
I ~t b has a restrictive force: Eccles. 3:11, "He [God] has 

placed eternity [D ] in their hearts [1M S N w 1: ], 
only that a man cannot find out. ... " The 9? is really pleonastic, 
since the negation is already contained in .iZ/ ; cf. BDB. 
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